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EXTENT  
22 boxes, 18.08 linear feet 
 
COLLECTION SUMMARY 
Evelyn Davidson White [1921–2007], was an educator, choral instructor, scholar, clinician, 
mezzo-soprano vocalist, and author who authored Choral Music by African-American 




The collection was arranged, and a finding aid created, in 2011.  
 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Born in Charlotte, NC, Evelyn Davidson White completed high school at age 15, graduated from 
Johnson C. Smith University, then taught English at North Carolina Central University. She 
received a BA degree in music education in 1946 at Howard University and joined its faculty. In 
1950, she received a Master of Music Education from Columbia University and married James 
White.  
 
She taught classes in choral conducting, music theory, and singing at Howard University for 39 
years during which time she led its University Choir and University Chapel Choir. She also 
formed and conducted the Evelyn White Chorale, followed by the Evelyn White Chamber 
Singers, specializing in performing African-American music.  
 
SCOPE & CONTENT/COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 
This collection contains choral music by Black composers, published and unpublished in both 
print and manuscript, collected by Evelyn Davidson White. A bibliographer and professor of 
music at Howard University, she also served as associate director of the Howard University 
Choir and as director of the Howard University Chapel Choir.  She authored the publication, 
Choral Music by African-American Composers.      
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Composer Title of Work Voice Parts   Accompany Publisher Publish # 
1
ADAMS, Leslie     
 Creole Girl; n.d.; 15p SATB bb - a2 A - f1 M Piano ACE 
 Heart of a Woman, The; n.d.; 6p SATB bb - a2 F - a1 M Piano ACA 
 Hosanna to the Son of David; 1976; 15p SATB bb - ab2 Ab - gb1 MD Piano Walton 2927 
 Love Song; 1978; 12p SATB g - g2 F - g1 D Piano MS 
 Love Song; 1985; 14p SATB g - f2 F - g1 D Piano Music70 M70-452 
 Madrigal; 1973; 5p SATB g - g#2 G - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 Madrigal; 1981; 8p SATB g - g#2 G - g1 MD A Cap New Mus NMA137 
 Prayer; n.d.; 5p SATB cb1 - gb2 Gb -eb1 M Piano ACA 
 Psalm 121; n.d.; 16p SATB f - ab2 F - gb1 D A Cap MS 
 Righteous Man, The (A Cantata); SATB   D Chamber Orch. Blake Prod. 
   1985; 68p     or keyboard 
 Tall Tales; 1977; 12p SATB gb - f2 G - f1 MD Piano MS 
 There Was An Old Man; 1985; 14p SATB gb - f2 G - f1 M Piano Music 70 M70-488 
 Under the Greenwood Tree; 1973; 4p SATB a - f2 Gb - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 We Shall Overcome; 1982; 6p SATB f - a2 F - g1 M A Cap MS 
   female/ 
   Bar. or Ten. 
 
BAKER, David 
 Four Biblical Tales in Spiritual Style SATB     MS 
   1993 
 When I’m Dead; 13p SATB   M  MS 
 Golgatha; 44p 
 Witness; 60p 
 What a Morning; 54p 
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2
(BAKER) I Dream a World; n.d.; 17p SATB/Sop. ab - a2 D - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 Images, Shadows and Dreams: Five SATB   D Piano, flute 
   Vignettes; 1993     guitar, bass, drums 
 I.     Rents Due Monday; 24p 
 II.    The Nona Genarian; 27p 
 III.   If There Be Sorrow; 12p 
 IV.  The Rebel; 20p 
 V.    Let Me Tell You How to Meet 
    The Day; 35p 
 This work was commissioned jointly 
 By Los Angeles Master Chorale, Musica 
 Sacra and Plymouth Music Series. 
 Thou Dost Lay Me in Thy Dust of SATB a - f2 E - f1 E A Cap Asso A-129 
   Death (from Black America); 1976; 4p 
 
BOATNER, Edward 
 Angel Rolled the Stone Away, The; SATB a - g2 A - f1 M A Cap Colombo NY1657 
   1954; 11p 
 Baby Bethlehem; 1964; 11p SATB a - g2 G - e1 E A Cap Colombo NY2378 
 Crucifixion, The; 1953; 6p SATB/Sop. g - f2 G - e1 M A Cap Hammond 222 
 Done Made My Vow; 1979; 9p SATB/Ten. bb - g2 G - f1 M Piano McAfee M1187 
 Freedom Suite; 1966; 123p SATB/Nar.   M Orch. MS 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1979; 7p SATB c1 - ab2 Ab - f1 E Piano McAfee M1188 
 Hold On; 1979; 7p SATB b - g2 (E)G - f#1 E Piano McAfee M1189 
 I Want Jesus to Walk with Me; 1949; 7p SATB bb - ab2 F - f1 MD A Cap Galaxy    GMC1735 
 In Bright Mansions; 1964; 9p SATB a - f2 A - f1 E A Cap Colombo NY2377 
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3
 I've Been 'Buked; 1979; 7p SATB bb - g2 G - e1 E Piano McAfee M1190 
(BOATNER) Let Us Break Bread Together; 1952; 7p SATB a - a2 F - e1 E A Cap Ricordi 
 Lord, I Can't Stay Away; 1952; 10p SATB a - a2 G - f#1 M A Cap Hammond 
 Oh, What a Beautiful City; 1979; 8p SSATBB b - g2 G - g1 M Piano McAfee M1189 
 On Ma Journey; 1956; 11p SATB/Alto bb - eb2 Ab - eb1 M A Cap Colombo NY1778 
 
 Ride On King Jesus; 1952; 11p SATB/Sop. bb - f2 F - f1 E A Cap Hammond 
 Soon I Will Be Done; 1949; 11p SATB bb - a2 G - f1 MD A Cap Colombo NY1655 
 Star, The; 1964; 9p SATB a - f2 F - f1 M A Cap Colombo NY2379 
    That Great Getting’ Up Mornin’; 1979; 12p 
 Trampin'; 1954; 8p SATB b - g2 G - e1 M A Cap Galaxy 2019 
 When I Get Home; 1954; 11p SATB bb - gb2 Ab - f1 E A Cap Ricordi NY1656 
 Who Is That Yonder?; 1954; 10p SATB/Sop. c1 - ab2 F - f1 MD A Cap Colombo FC1660 
 You Hear the Lambs A-Crying; 1952; SATB/Ten. a - gb2 B - gb1 M A Cap Ricordi 217 
 
BONDS, Margaret 
 Negro Speaks of Rivers, The; 1942; 12p SATB a - d2 G - f1 M Piano Handy 
 
BROWN JR., Uzee   
 I'm Buildin' Me a Home; 1987; 11p TTBB/Bar.  F - a1 M A Cap LG 52366 
 Soon I Will Be Done; 1979; 7p SATB/Sop. c1 - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap MS 
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4
BURLEIGH, Harry T. 
 Behold That Star; 1928; 11p SATB c - g2 F -f1 M Organ Ricordi NY785 
 Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray; 1922; 7p SATB/Sop. a - f2 F - a1 M Piano Ricordi NY278 
   Ten. 
(BURLEIGH) De Creation; 1922; 2p TTBB  Eb - ab1 E A Cap Ricordi NY229 
 De Gospel Train; 1927; 7p SATB a - f2 F - d1 E Piano Ricordi NY659 
 Deep River; 1913; 3p (with Dig My Grave) SATB b - g2 Fb - g1 E A Cap GS 5815 
 Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel? SATB bb - g2 G - f1 M A Cap GS 6505 
   1916; 8p 
 Dig My Grave; 1913; 4p (with Deep River) SATB bb - f2 Eb - f1 E  A Cap GS 5815 
 Ethiopia's Paean of Exaltation; 1921; 15p SATB c1 - bb2 Fb - gb1 M Piano Ricordi NY107 
 Everytime I Feel de Spirit; 1925; 11p SATB/Alto a - f2 F - f1 M A Cap Ricordi FC488 
   Bar. 
 Ezekiel Saw de Wheel; 1927; 13p SSA a(e) - a2  M A Cap Ricordi NY699 
 Ezekiel Saw de Wheel; 1928; 11p SATB db1 - eb1 Eb - f1 M A Cap Ricordi NY768 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1929; 8p SATB a - g2 G- e1 E Organ Ricordi NY817 
 Hear de Lamb A-Cryin'; 1927; 12p SATB/Alto c1 - a2 E - g1 M A Cap Belwin NY658 
   Bar. 
 Heav'n, Heav'n; 1921; 9p SATB bb - d2 Eb - f1 M Piano Ricordi NY122 
 Hold On; 1938; 13p SATB c1 - f2 Ab - db1 E A Cap Ricordi NY1133 
 I've Been in de Storm So Long; 1944; 9p SATB a - g2 G - g1 M A Cap Ricordi NY1310 
 Little Mother of Mine; 1929; 11p SATB c1 -f1(a2) F - g1 E Piano Ricordi NY818 
 Mister Banjo; 1924; 9p SATB/Sop. e1 - b2 E - f#1 M A Cap Ricordi NY952 
 My Lord, What a Mornin'; 1924; 7p SATB bb - ab2 Eb - f1 MD A Cap Belwin FCC412  
 Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen; SATB bb - ab2 Eb - ab1 M A Cap Belwin FCC406 
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5
   1924; 7p 
 O Lord Have Mercy on Me; 1935; 5p SATB bb - bb2 C - ab1 E A Cap Ricordi NY987 
 O Southland; 1929; 7p SATB d1 - g2 G - g1 MD A Cap Ricordi NY1768 
 Promised Land, The; 1929; 8p SATB/Mez. bb - g2 Eb - f1 E Piano Ricordi NY831 
 Scandalize My Name; 1922; 2p (See: De Creation) TTBB  Eb - g1 E A Cap Ricordi NY229 
(BURLEIGH) Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless SSA a - a2  M Piano Ricordi 116543 
   Child; 1949; 5p 
 Steal Away; 1924; 9p SATB bb - g2 G - f#1 M A Cap Ricordi NY422 
 'Tis Me, O Lord; 1924; 7p TTBB  F - f1 M A Cap Ricordi NY424 
              (bb1) 
 Wade in de Water; 1925; 9p SATB c1 - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap Ricordi NY487 
 Were You There?; 1927; 7p SATB bb - bb2 Fb - gb1 M A Cap Ricordi NY423 
 Were You There?; 1927; 7p SATB a - g2 F - f1 M A Cap Ricordi NY693 
 You Goin' to Reap Jus' What You Sow; SATB a - g2 F - f1 M  A Cap Ricordi NY1134 
   1938; 9p 
 
CHEATHAM,   
  Wallace McClain 
 Charge From a Pauline Epistle; SATB g - g2 D - g1 MD Organ, MS 
   1993; 17p;     horn, trumpet,, trombone, tuba 
 Children, Go Where I Send Thee; SATB g - a2 D - a1 D Piano MS 
   1986; 10p 
 Dese Bones Gonna Rise Again; 1979; 8p SATB g - g2 G - g1 M A Cap Music70 M70-262 
         (c3) 
 Dies Irae; 1990; 17p SATB g - bb2 F - b1 MD String Orch. MS 
 Drinking of the Wine; 1989; 27p SATB c1- g2 g- bb1 M A Cap MS 
 For Unto Us a Child Is Born; 1986; 17p SATB g - g2 F - g1 M Piano MS 
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6
 Glory Hallelujah! Since I Laid My SATB f - ab2 F - ab1 M  Mar-Vel 8507 
   Burdens Down; 1985; 23p 
 Hymn Suite; 1984; 32p SATB   D A Cap MS 
   Consolation 
   God the Lord, a King Remaineth 
   The God of Abrah'm Praise 
 I Am A Soldier; 1980; 7p SATB eb - a2 Fb - bb1 M A Cap MS 
(CHEATHAM) I Belong To That Band; n.d.; 27p SATB/Sop. g - d2 F - bb1 MD A Cap Music70 M70-324 
   or Ten. 
 Kwanzaa Song; 1993; 35p Unison E Piano MS 
   Celebration 
   Symbols 
   Umoja (Unity) 
   Kujichagulia (Self Determination) 
   Ujima (Collective Work and Responsibility) 
   Ujamaa (Cooperative Economics) 
   Nia (Purpose) 
   Kwumba (Creativity) 
   Imani (Faith) 
 
 Missa; 1983; 32p SATB/Mezzo-  M Orchestra MS 
   Soprano, Bar. 
 
 My Hope Is Build; 1985; 8p SATB g - e2 c - eb1 E Piano Mar-Vel 8506 
 My Soul Is a Witness; 1973; 8p SATB/Alto/ a - g2 F - ab1 E A Cap Shawnee 
   Ten./Bar. 
 
 O Holy Yahweh (O Holy God); SATB f - b2 E - b1 MD A Cap MS 
   1984; 6p 
 Ode To An Organism; 1984; 15p SATB e - c3 G - bb1 MD Piano MS 
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 On Our Knees; 1985; 13p SATB g - a2 G - a1 MD A Cap MS 
 Over My Head; 1988; 11p SATB f - g2 Eb - f1 D A Cap MS 
 Praise; 1981; 24p SATB g - bb2 G - c2 D A Cap MS 
 Sinner, Please Don't Let This SATB f# - g2 E - g1 M A Cap Music70 M70-472 
   Harvest Pass; 1985; 6p   
 Thanksgiving; n.d.; 69p SATB   MD A Cap MS 
 When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder; SATB f - ab2 Eb - g1 M A Cap Music70 M70-414 
   1985; 10p 
(CHEATHAM) You Must Come In Through the Door; SATB g - bb2 G - g1 M A Cap Music70 M70-294 
   1981; 8p       (bb1) 
 
 
CHILDS, John  
 Alleluia; n.d.; 37p SATB ab - bb2 A - ab1 D Piano/ MS 
      percussion 
 E Tenebris: Op. 7; 1965; 18p SATB/Ten. b - a2 A - a1 MD Piano MS 
 Music When Soft Voices Die; n.d.; 6p SATB a - bb2 D - ab1 MD A Cap MS 
 Tears; n.d.; 2p SA a - f#2  E Piano MS 
 
CLARK, Rogie Edgar 
 Earth Chant; n.d.; 11p SATB c1 - a2 A - f1 M Piano PC 
 Old Ark, The; n.d.; 8p SATB bb - ab2 Bb - f1 M A Cap PC 
 Ride on King Jesus; 1951; 4p SATB g - a2 G - f#1 M A Cap Kjos 5149 
 Sit Down, Servant, Sit Down; 1955; 4p SATB/Sop. g - a2 Eb - f1 E A Cap BH 5067 
 Six African Folk Songs; 1975; 7p SATB bb - f2 G - e1 M A Cap/piano PM MC4624 
 1.  Hey, Motswala 
 2.  Kafir Drinking Dance Song 
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8
 3.  Everybody Loves Saturday 
 4.  The Proverbs 
 5.  The Hare's Dance Song 
 6.  Song of Farewell 
 Six Afro-American Carols for Christmas; SATB a - g2 G - f1 M Piano PM 4587 
   1971; 7p 
 1.  Christ Is Born 
 2.  Creole Christmas Carol 
 3.  Rise Up, Shepherd 
 4.  The New Babe 
 5.  Go Tell It on the Mountain 
 6.  Mary Had a Baby 
(CLARK) Six Afro-American Carols for Easter; SATB a - f2 G - f1 M Piano PM 15622-6 
   1972; 7p 
 1.  Were You There? 
 2.  One Sunday Morning 
 3.  Calvary 
 4.  They Led My Lord Away 
 5.  The Crucifixion 
 6.  He rose from the Dead 
 Six More Afro-American Carols for SATB bb - g2 Ab - f#1 E Piano PM MC4600 
   Christmas; 1973; 7p  
 1.  Sister Mary 
 2.  O, Mary 
 3.  Sing Christ Is Born 
 4.  Song of Judea 
 5.  Go Where I Send Thee 
 6.  Angels, Ring Them Bells 
 Soon-a Will Be Done; 1951; 8p SATB a - f#2 B - f#1 M A Cap Kjos 5148 
 This Wicked Race; n.d.; 9p SATB b - g2 G - e1 MD A Cap PC 
 Tinga Layo; 1956; 8p SATB a - g2 G - e1 M Piano BH 5011 
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 Drinkin' The Wine; n.d; 3p TTBB/Bar.  E - b1 M A Cap MS 
 Everywhere I Go; 1990???; 1p SATB/Solo a - b1 G - d1 E A Cap MS 
 For Every Season; 1989; 12p SATB c1 - g2 Ab - g1 M A Cap MS 
  Wings of a Dove; 3p SATB b1 - g2 G - e1 MD A Cap MS 
 Freedom Set; 1988 
   Soon I Will Be Done; 7p  (not included) SATB/Sop. d1 - a2 D - f1 M A Cap MS 
   Two Wings; 4p SATB/Ten./ f#1 - g2 F# - f#1 M A Cap MS 
   Bar. 
   Wings Of A Dove; 3p SATB b1 - g2 G - e1 MD A Cap MS 
(CLOUD) Go Tell It On The Mountain; 1986; 3p SATB/Sop. c1 - f#2 A - e1 E A Cap MS 
   Ten. 
 Judgment Will Find You So; 1993; 7p SATB a - ab2 F# - g1 M A Cap MS 
 Lord I Just Can't Keep From Crying; SATB/Sop./ a - g2 G - g1 M A Cap MS 
   1986; 10p Ten. 
 My Good Lord's Done Been Here; 1987; SATB c1 - g2 G - a1 M A Cap Mar-Vel 
   10p 
 Sing Unto the Lord; n.d; 6p SATB bb - ab2 Bb - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 Two Wings; n.d.; 3p TTBB/Ten.  F# - g1 M A Cap MS 
 Waiting At The Golden Gate; n.d.; 4p SATB/Sop.? ab1 - c3 Ab - db1 M A Cap MS 
 We Shall Overcome; n.d.; 1p SATB a - e2 A - f#1 E A Cap MS 
 
COLEMAN, Charles 
 Alleluia; 1976; 13p SATB bb - g2 F(Eb)-a1 M A Cap NSMP 1-111 
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COOPER, William B.  (BOX) 
 Beatitudes (Cantata); 1966; 46p SATB   E Organ MS 
  A Canticle of Praise; 1982; 15p SATB/Sop. c1 - a2 E - d1 E Organ MS 
   Alto or Ten. 
   Calvary; 1974; 7p MS; for Mezzo-soprano or soprano, organ 
   Come Down O Love Divine; 1976; 6p MS; (Anthem, Treble Solo and Chorus) 
   Elegy (Final Chorus arr. From the spiritual “Rise Mourner”) 1979; 12p—NO 
   Fanfare and Antiphon 
   Festival Mass of Thanksgiving; 1981; 50p MS 
   Go Down Moses; 2 p MS (faded scores) 
(COOPER)  The Gospel Train; 1969; 6p MS 
   Hosanna (4 pages of sketches of Mass to St. Phillip—Mass of Thanksgiving; 
   Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring; 1978; 3p MS 
   Mass for Choir and Congregation SATB/Sop./ a - f2 D - eb1 E Organ MS 
        Alto, Ten. 
   Mass of the Poor; 1976; 12p SATB b - a2 G - e1 E Organ MS 
   Mass of the Poor; (Spiritual-Deep SATB a - g2 G - f#1 M Organ MS 
     River); 1976; 7p 
   Mass to St. Philip (Festival Mass of SATB/Sop.   M Organ MS 
   Thanksgiving); 1979; 50p Alto/Ten. 
 On a Drop of Dew; 1972; 5p SATB g - a2 E - g1 M A Cap MS 
 Palm Sunday Anthem (from 1940 Hymn); 3p Opus, 1955 (sketches) 
 Port Royal Te Deum, The; 1962; 68p SATB   M Organ MS 
 + excerpts “We Believe” Solo quartet    Percussion/dance 
 Psalm Ninety-nine; 1953; 43p SATB   M Organ MS 
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11
 (organ and choral parts) 
 Psalm 150 (Jubilee); 1975; 25p SATB/Sop. ab - c3 G - g1 M Organ MS 
 (choral and string parts) Bar. 
 Psalms and Canticles, The (Protestant SATB   E Organ/A Cap MS 
   Episcopal Church Set to African 
   American Chants) and The Choral 
   Service; 1969; 15p 
 Royal Banners Forward Go, The (Palm SATB b - b2 Bb - f#1 M Organ MS 
   Sunday); 1955; 12p 
 Te Deum; 1978; 38p SATB   M Organ MS 
 Two Short Anthems; 1955; 4p  g - d2 Bb - c1 E Organ MS 
   1.  Come Unto Me SATB 
(COOPER)   2.  Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring 
 Whosoever Drinketh of the Water; SATB b - a2 Ab - a1 E Organ MS 
   191; 4p 
 
CURTIS, Marvin 
 By An' By; 1984; 4p SATB/Sop. a - f#2 G- f#1 E A Cap MF MF 249 
   or Alto 
 Christ Is Born; 1978; 8p SATB b - g2 G - g1 E A Cap Foster MF-528 
 City on the Hill, The; 1993; 20p SATB c1 - b2 A - g1 M Orch. or MF MF 2097 
 (Commissioned for the Fifty-second     Band; opt. 
 Presidential Inauguration Ceremony honoring    brass, perc. 
 President William Jefferson Clinton and     (rental only) 
 Vice-President Albert Gore, Jr.  January 20, 
 1993, Washington, D.C. accompanied by the 
 U.S. Marine Band) 
 Gloria; 1978; 8p SATB g - a2 d - a1 M A Cap Foster MF-179 
 Glory to God - Christmas Cantata; SATB/soli   M Opt. brass MF MF 250 
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  1984; 28p 
 Go Tell It On The Mountain; 1992; 4p TTBB  G - ab1 E A Cap MF MF 1021 
 Great Day; 1986; SATB bb - a2 F - f1 E A Cap MF 
 Home In-a Dat Rock; 1987; 8p SATB/ c1 - a2 d - f1 E Piano MF MF 290 
   Unison 
 Message for Today, A; 1988; 11p SATB c1 - g2 G - f1 E Piano MF MF 2012 
 Mighty Day; 1982; 7p SATB a - f#2 A - f#1 E A Cap Music70 M70-392 
 New Song, A; 1986; 11p SATB g - g2 G - g1 M A Cap MF MF 281 
 O Let Us Sing; 1983; 4p SATB/Sop. d1 - g2 d - e1 E A Cap Coronet CP 288 
        (Alexander Broude) 
 Peter...Do You Love Me?; 1986; 8p SATB/Bar. a - g2 G - e1 E A Cap MF MF 247 
(CURTIS) Praising Song; 1979; 8p SATB c1- g2 G - e1 E A Cap MF MF 192 
 Psalm and Alleluia; 1981; 4p SATB c1 - g2 c - f1 E A Cap MF MF 221 
 Psalm of Celebration; 1992; 12p SATB c1 - g2 c - f1 M Organ or MF MF 2084 
       Brass 
 Ring Out Those Bells; 1987; 8p SATB b - g2 A - f1 E A Cap/ MF MF 555 
       Handbells 
 Roll Jordan Roll; 1989; 8p SATB a - b2 F# - g1 M A Cap MF MF 2040 
 Sit at d'Lamb's Table; 1979; 8p SATB  a - e2 G - e1 E A Cap Foster MF-188 
 Testament; 1990; 24p SATB bb - g2 F - g1 M Orchestra MF MF 3024 
       (rental direct 
       from publisher) 
 This Day; 1990; 20p SATB c1 - a2 A - g1 M Piano MF MF 2058 
 We Sing With Joy; 1988; 8p SATB bb - bb2 F - g1 M Piano MF MF 2003 
 Worship the Lord; 1976; 8p SATB  b - g#2 A - g1 E A Cap Foster MF-168 
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 Yes, Oh Yes; 1982; 7p SATB c1 - f2 F - f1 E A Cap MF MF 230 
 Yes, Oh Yes; 1982; 7p TTBB  F - f1 E A Cap MF MF 1007 
 
 
DA COSTA, Noel George 
 Ceremony of Spirituals; n.d.; 23p SATB/Sop. g - bb2 F - bb1 D Full Orch., MS 
 (orchestral and piano/vocal score)     saxophonist 
       (sop. and ten.) 
 Counterpoint; n.d.; 20p SATB bb - c3 A - a1 D Organ or piano MS 
   Double Chorus 
   Solo Quintet 
 "Five/Seven"; 1969; 3p SSA e1 - c2  MD Organ/or any 2 MS 
       instruments 
(DA COSTA) Hodie Christus natus est; SATB g# - g2 F - a1 MD A Cap MS 
   1992; 6p 
 I Have a Dream; 1978; 4p SATB a - eb2 F - db1 M Organ Hinshaw 
 I'm So Glad Trouble Don't Last Always; SATB/Alto a - f#2 F# - f#1 MD A Cap MS 
   1962; 8p 
 Let Down the Bars, O Death; n.d.; 3p SATBB g - c2 G - f#1 MD A Cap MS 
 Little Lamb; n.d.; 4p SATB b - b2 F - a1 MD Organ MS 
 O God of Light and Love; n.d.; 4p Unison c1 - d2 c - d1(eb1) M A Cap MS 
          (eb2) 
 Sermon on the Warpland, The; 1979; 17p SATB g# - e2 Ab - f1  Organ, piano MS 
   Bass-Bar.    carillon 
 Through the Valley; n.d.; 3p SATB f# - g2 c - f#1 MD A Cap MS 
 Two Shaker Songs: SATB bb - f2 F - ab1 M A Cap MS 
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   Our Heavenly Father 
   Again O Heavenly Father; 1964; 7p 
 We Are Climbing Jacob's Ladder; n.d.; 6p SATB g - b2 G - g1 M A Cap MS 
 
DAWSON, William L. 
 Ain'a That Good News; 1937; 8p SATB a - a2 F - f1 MD A Cap Kjos T103 
 Behold the Star; 1946; 10p SATB/Sop. c1 - a2 F - f1 M A Cap Kjos T111 
   Ten. 
 Every Time I Feel the Spirit; 1946; 8p SATB bb - g2 G - eb1 M A Cap Kjos T117 
     (Eb) 
 Every Time I Feel the Spirit; 1946; 8 p SSAA g# - a2  M A Cap Kjos T126 
 Ezekiel Saw de Wheel; 1942; 15p SATB bb - bb2 G - g1 MD A Cap Kjos T110 
 Feed-A My Sheep; 1971; 11p TTBB  D - a1 MD Piano Kjos T133 
 Feed-A My Sheep; 1971; 11p SATB g - a2 F - f1 MD Piano Kjos T134 
(DAWSON) Hail Mary; 1949; 12p SATB a - g2 G - f1 MD A Cap Kjos T112 
   Sop. 
 I Wan' to Be Ready; 1967; 15p SATB/Alto a - g#2 F - g1 MD A Cap Kjos T127 
   Bar. 
 In His Care-O; 1961; 14p SATB bb - a2 Bb - f1 MD A Cap Kjos T122 
 Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley; SATB g - g2 G - g1 M Piano Warner G 821 
   1957; 6p 
 King Jesus Is A-Listening; 1925; 6p SATB bb - ab2 Ab - f1 M A Cap FS 2004 
 Lit'l Boy Chile; 1942; 9p SATB/Sop. bb - f2 F - g1 M A Cap Kjos T120 
   Bass; Bar. 
 Mary Had a Baby; 1947; 9p SATB/Sop. g - g2 G - g1 MD A Cap Kjos T118 
 Mary Had a Baby; 1947; 6p TTBB/Ten.  G - g1 M A Cap Kjos T119 
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 My Lord What A Morning; 1954; 4p SATB g# - g#2 E - f#1 MD A Cap FS 2009 
 Oh, What a Beautiful City; 1934; 11p SATB c1 - a2 F - g1 D A Cap Kjos T100 
 Out in the Fields; 1929; 10p SATB bb - ab2 G - g1 M Piano Kjos T130 
 Out in the Fields; 1929; 8p SSA g - ab2  M Piano Kjos T131 
 Rugged Yank, The; 1920; 15p TTBB  F - a1 M Piano Kjos T132 
 Soon Ah Will Be Done; 1934; 11p TTBB  G - g1 MD A Cap Kjos T101A 
 Soon Ah Will Be Done; 1947; 11p SATB b - f#2 B - f#1 MD A Cap Kjos T102A 
 Steal Away; 1942; 10p SATB a - g2 F - f1 M A Cap Kjos T108 
 Steal Away; 1942; 10p TTBB/Ten.  F - a1 M A Cap Kjos T109 
 Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; 1949; 5p SATB/Sop. c1 - f2 Ab - eb1 M A Cap Kjos T114 
 Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; 1946; 5p TTBB  F - ab1 M A Cap Kjos T115 
 Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; 1949; 5p SSA/Sop. g - e2  M A Cap Kjos T116  
 
(DAWSON) Talk About a Child That Do Love Jesus; SATTBB/ g - g2 G(D)-g1 MD Piano FitzSim 2015 
   1957; 7p Sop. 
 There Is a Balm in Gilead; 1939; 8p SATB/Sop. a - d2 D - f#1 M A Cap Kjos T105 
 There Is a Balm in Gilead; 1939; 8p TTBB/Ten.  Eb - g1 M A Cap Kjos T106 
 There Is a Balm in Gilead; 1939; 8p SSA/Sop. g - eb2  M A Cap Kjos T107 
 There's a Lit'l Wheel A-Turning; 1949; SATB g - f2 F - f1 MD A Cap Kjos T121 
   12p 
 You Got To Reap Just What You Sow; SATB b - g2 G - g1 M Piano Remick R 3172 
   1978; 6p 
 Zion's Walls; 1916; 16p SATB/Sop. g - g2 F - g1 MD A Cap Kjos T124 
 
DETT, R. Nathaniel 
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 As by the Streams of Babylon; 1933; 4p SATB/Sop. a - f2 G - d1 E A Cap GS 7713 
 Ascapezzo; 194; 14p SSAA 
 Ask for the Old Paths; 1941; 12p SATB 
 Ave Maria; 1978; 7p SATB g - a2 F - g1 M A Cap Hinshaw HMC 333 
 City of God; 1941; 12p SATB g - a2 A - g1 M Piano/organ JF 7736 
 Deep River; 1938; 6p SATB 
 The Dett Collection of Spirituals SATB    A Cap & Piano HM HM 
 originals, settings, anthems, motets);      Auditorium Series 
 1936 [See "Collections of Spirituals"] 
 Group I       #13 
 Group II       #14 
 Group III       #15 
 Group IV       #16 
 
(DETT) Done Paid My Vow to the Lord; 1919; 8p SSA/Bar. g - g2  E Piano Presser 322-5007 
   Alto 
 Don't Be Weary, Traveler; 1921; 16p SATB a - a2 F# - g1 M A Cap JC 350221 
 Don't You Weep No More, Mary; 1930; SATB a - a2 F(D)-f1 M A Cap GS 7395 
   8p 
 Drink to Me Only with thine Eyes; SATB g - g2 G - g1 M A Cap JF 6700 
   1933; 12p 
 Gently, Lord, O Gently Lead Us; 1914; SATB g - g2 F - g1 M A Cap Jc 35164 
   16p 
 Go Not Far from Me, O God; 1933; 11p SATB g - a2 F - a1 M A Cap JF 6698 
 Heavenly Union; 1941; 12p SATB g - a2 F - f1 M A Cap Mills 
 Hew Down the Tree; 194; 16p SSAA 
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 I'll Never Turn Back No More; 1918; 8p SATB/Sop. a - a2 F - f1 M A Cap JF 4435 
 I'm So Glad Trouble Don't Last Alway; SSA f - f2  M A Cap Presser 32235123 
   1919; 4p 
 Juba (From the Suite "In the Bottoms"; SATB g - a2 F - a1 MD Piano Clayton 
   text by Dett); 1934; 17p      F. Summy 
 The Lamb; 1938; 7p SSA 
 Let Us cheer the Weary Traveler; SATB g - e2 G - f1 M A Cap JF 32235044 
   1926; 11p 
 Listen to the Lambs; 1914; 11p SATB a - a2 F - g1 MD A Cap GS 8010 
 Music in the Mine; 1916; 16p SATB bb - ab2 F - ab1 M A Cap GS 6580 
 Now Rest Beneath Night's Shadow; 1938; SSAA eb - a2  M A Cap JF 7399 
 O Hear the Lambs A-Crying; 1926; 11p SATB, sop. solo 
 O Holy Lord; 1916; 8p SATB g - g2 E - e1 M A Cap GS 6579 
 
(DETT) Ordering of Moses, The (Oratorio); SATB/Sop.   MD Full orch. JF 7230 
   1939; 123p Alto; Ten. 
   Bar. 
 Rise Up Shepherd and Follow; 1936; 7p SATB/Sop. g - db2 Eb - db1 E Piano JF 7218 
 Rise Up Shepherd and Follow; 1936; TTBB  G - f1 E Piano JF 7219 
   7p 
 Sit Down, Servant, Sit Down; 1932; SATB c1 - g2 G - g1 M Piano GS 7931 
   11p 
 So, We'll Go No More A-Roving; 1940; SSAA d - c3  M A Cap JF 7656 
   8p 
 Somebody's Knocking at Your Door; SSA f# - g2  M Piano JC 35186 
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   1921; 16p 
 Somebody's Knocking at Your Door; SATB g - a2 D - g1 M Piano JC 35197 
   1939; 16p 
 Son of Mary; 1926; 15p SATB a - F#2 G# - f#1 M A Cap JC 32235390 
 There's a Meeting Here Tonight; 1921; SSA g - g2  M Piano JC 35008 
   11p 
 Wasn't That a Mighty Day?; 1933; 11p SATB/Alto a - a2 F - f1 M A Cap GS 7712 
   Bar. 
 Weeping Mary; 1918; 8p SATB/Sop. g - a2 F- a1 M  A Cap JF 4434 
 When I Survey the Wondrous Cross; SSAA e - a2  M A Cap Mills 
   1941; 12p 
DUNCAN, John 
 And What Shall You Say?; 1972; 10p Two-Part b - g2 G - f#1 M Piano MS 
   Mixed Chorus/   Snare Drum, 
   Bass    Tam., Triangle, 
       Cymbal 
(DUNCAN) Christmas Spiritual Fantasy; 1962; 49p SATB   M Piano MS 
 Fire; 1971; 9p SATB/Bar. d1 - f2 A - e1 M Piano MS 
       Ten. Sax., 
       Snare drum 
 God Don’t Like It; nd; 11p 4-part, Bass solo 
 Resurrection, The (A Chamber Cantata); SATB b - b2 F - a#1 D Woodwind Qt. MS 
       Two percussion 
       players 
 Six Bible Choruses; n.d.; 34p SSA   MD A Cap MS 
 I.   A Psalm of Thanksgiving 
  (First Chronicles XVI) 
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 II.  O Lord, I Will Praise Thee 
  (Isaiah XII) 
 III. Fear Thou Not 
  (Isaiah XLI) 
 IV. Unto Thee Lift I Up Mine Eyes 
 V.  I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes 
  (Psalm CXXI) 
 VI. Remember Now Thy Creator 
  (Ecclesiastes XII) 
 Waiting; 1967; 13p SSA g - b2  MD Flute, harp MS 
 
EDWARDS, Leo 
 Hold Back Thy Hours, Dark Night; n.d.; 6p SATB b - f#2 Ab - f1 MD A Cap MS 
 Night Piece: To Julia; n.d.; 5p SATB c1 - f#2 e - e1  MD A Cap MS 
     (E) 
 Psalm 150; n.d.; 91p SATB   MD Small Orch. MS 
 I. In His Sanctuary 
 II. With The Sound of the Trumpet 
 III. Every Thing That Hath Breath 
(EDWARDS) Stabat Mater; n.d.; 134p SATB/Sop.   MD Harp I & II, MS 
 I. Stabat Mater     vibraphone, 
 II. Pro Peccatis     marimba, cymbals, 
 III. Eia Mater     timpani, bass drum 
 IV. Sancta Mater 
 V. Virgo, Virginum 
 VI. Inflammatus 
 Three Motets; n.d.; 18p TBB  E - g#1 MD Brass Quartet MS 
   Ave Vernum 
   Adoramus Te 
   Tantum Ergo 
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 To the Evening Star; n.d.; 30p SATB c1 - a2 A - g1 D Piano MS 
   To the Evening Star 
   Go, Lovely Rose 
   The Lamb 
   Song on May Morning  
FAX, Mark (BOX) 
 Done Crossed Every Mountain (from the SATB b - a2 G - f#1 MD Piano/orch. MS 
   opera 'Til Victory Is Won); 1967; 15p 
 Four Spirituals: Choir No. 2 Series; SATB f# - ab2 Ab - f1 E A Cap MS 
   1952; 4p 
 Gettysburg Address, The; 1966; 20p SATB/Sop. g - ab2 F# - g1 MD Piano/orch. MS 
   Ten. 
 Hail the Crown: Old Negro Melody; SATB b - e2 G - g1 E A Cap MS 
   1969; 1p 
 Harp of the Wind; 1948; 4p SATB b-f#2 A-e1 M Piano MS 
 I Have a Dream; 1971; 4p SATB g - g2 B - f#1 M A Cap MS 
 In Christ There Is No East or West; 1969; 2p 
 The Lord is In His Holy Temple; 1968; 1p (For the Wesleyan Choir) 
(FAX) Make a Joyful Noise; n.d.; 6p SATB c1 - g2 A - f1 M Organ MS 
 Moher’s Day Song; 1953; 3p 
 O Holy Night; 1963; 3p MS 
 Poem of America (Whitman); 1957; 38p SATB/Bar. g - a2 G# - f1 MD Piano MS 
 Psalm 67; n.d.; 6p SATB a - g2 A - f#1 M Piano MS 
 Remember Now Thy Creator; 1949; SATB g - a2 E - g1 MD A Cap MS 
   11p 
 Rhapsody on Psalm 127; n.d.; 38p SATB b - a2 A - f#1 MD Orch. MS 
 Rise Up, O Men of God; 1969; 2p 
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 Rise Up Shepherd and Follow; 1963; 1p SATB ab - eb2 Ab - eb1 E A Cap MS 
 'Round the Glory Manger; 1943; 1p SATB d1 - g2 G - e1 E A Cap MS 
 Serenade; 1952; 5p TTBB  E - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 Shining Light, A (from the opera Til SATB c1 - g2 A - g1 D Piano/orch. MS 
   Victory Is Won); 1967; 8p 
 Sonnet; 1952; 6p TTBB  F - a1 MD A Cap MS 
 This Little Light of Mine; 1969; 1p SATB a - f2 F - f1 E A Cap MS 
 ‘Til Victory Is Won (Opera); 1967; 262p 
 Unknown; n.d.; p2-6 
 We Shall Overcome; 1964; 1p SATB b - f#2 G#- f#1 E A Cap MS 
 Whatsoever a Man Soweth; 1958; 7p SATB c#1 - f#2 G - f#1 E Organ Augsburg 1229 
 
FURMAN, James 
 Ave Maria; 1971; 3p SATB b - f2 F - e1 M A Cap MS 
 Babe is Born, A; n.d.; 1p SATB f# - e2 G# -  MD A Cap MS 
 Born In A Manager (Christmas Hymn) SATB g - d1 G - e E A Cap MS 
 1978; 1p 
(FURMAN) Bye, Bye, Lully, Lullay; 1980; 2p SATB/Mez. a - e2 A - e1 M A Cap MS 
 Come Thou Long Expected Jesus; 1980; 7p SATB g - e2 F - f1 MD A Cap Music 70 M70-298 
 Four Little Foxes; 1971; 11p SATB g - g2 E - g#1 MD A Cap Oxford 95-309 
 1.  Speak Gently 
 2.  Walk Softly 
 3.  Go Lightly 
 4.  Step Softly 
 Glory To God in the Highest; 1981; 16p SATB ab - a2 G - g1 D A Cap                      Mus70  MM70325 
 Go Tell It On The Mountain; 1971; 11p SATB d - g2 d - g1 M Piano or MS 
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     Organ/Brass, Percussion, elec. bass 
 Hehlehlooyuh: A Joyful Expression; SATB bb - a2(c3) G - f#1 MD A Cap Hinshaw HMC-312 
   1978; 8p 
 Hold On; 1981; 11p SATB c1 - g2 d - g1 MD Piano/electric orgn Music 70 M70-326 
 I Have a Dream (Oratorio) 1970; 57p SATB   D Rock combo MS 
 I Keep Journeyin' On; 1972; 10p SATB/Sop. c - d1 d - d1 M Piano MS 
 (Pages 2-3, 3-10 omitted) 
 The Quiet Life; 1968; 20p SATB bb - a2 F - g1 M A Cap 
 1.  Fanfare and Pastorale; 1968      MS 
 2.  Quiet by Day; 1980      Music 70 M70-293 
 3.  Sound Sleep by Night; 1980      Music 70 M70-293 
 4.  Thus Let Me Live; 1968      MS 
 Rejoice, Give Thanks and Sing; 1980; 5p SATB g - f2 G - g1 E Organ/piano MS 
   (For Thanksgiving) 
 Salve Regina; 1966; 3p SSATB a - g#2 F - e1 MD A Cap MS 
 Some Glorious Day; 1972; 8p SATB c1 - eb2 c - eb1 E Piano or organ Sam Fox PS 185 
 Three Responses for Church Service; SATB a - g2 G - g1 E Organ MS 
   1980; 2p 
 
GILLUM, Ruth Helen 
 Roll Jordan Roll; 1947; 8p SATB db1 - bb2 Eb - gb1 M A Cap JF 8390 
 
HAILSTORK,  Adolphus, III (BOX) 
 Arise My Beloved; n.d.; 6p SATB b - e#2 A - e#1 M A Cap MS 
 Battle, The; 1968; 3p TTBB  E - Ab M A Cap MS 
 Break Forth; 1990; 32p SATB c1 - a2 c - a1 M Organ, MS 
       brass, timpani 
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 Carol for All Children, A; n.d.; 1p SATB bb - c2 F - eb1 E A Cap MS 
 A Carol for All Children; 1983; 3p SATB 
 Cease Sorrows Now; 1979; 7p SATB g# - f2 G - f1 M A Cap Marks MC4680 
 Cloths of Heaven, The; 1979; 5p SATB g# - f2 F - f1 M A Cap MS 
 Crucifixion; 1984; 8p 
 Done Made My Vow (A Ceremony); SATB/Sop.   MD Full Orch. MS 
  n.d.; 73p Ten./Child/ 
   Speaker 
 God; 1986; 6p SATB a - f2 c - f1 M A Cap MS 
     (C) 
 I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes (Cantata); SATB   MD Small Orch. MS 
  1989; 37p 
 1. I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes 
 2. How Long? 
 3. The Lord Is My Shepherd. Alleluia 
 I Will Sing of Life; 1984; 11p SATB a- a2 D - a1 M A Cap MS 
 In Memoriam (Langston Hughes); 1967; SATB g# - g2 F# - g1 M A Cap MS 
  4 p 
 Lamb, The; n.d.; 4p SATB g - f2 F - e1 M A Cap MS 
(HAILSTORIK) My Lord, What a Moanin'; n.d.; 4p SATB a- g2 F - f1 E A Cap MS 
 My Name Is Toil; 1972; 10p SATB bb - a2 G - g1 M Brass & MS 
       Percussion 
 Now I Recall My Childhood; 1983; 5p SATB g - e2 G - f#1 E A Cap MS 
 O Praise The Lord (Psalm 117); SATB d1 - b2 G - g1 MD A Cap MS 
  1991; 12p 
 Of Tenderness and Grace; n.d.; 6p SATB b - f2 c - g1 M A Cap MS 
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 Psalm 72; 1981; 24p (for choir and instruments; conductor’s score and parts) 
 Rivers of the Mind; 1982; 6p SATB b - f#2 B - f#1 M A Cap MS 
 Serenade; 1971; 15p SSA/Sop. c1 - a2  M Piano/violin MS 
 Set Me as a Seal upon Thine Heart; SATB a# - ab2 E - g1 MD A Cap MS 
  1979; 7p 
 Seven Songs of the Rubaiyat; 1981; SATB g - a2 G - g1 MD A Cap MS 
  12p   (D) 
 Shout For Joy; 1991; 39p SATB a - b2 F - g1 MD Organ, MS 
      brass, timpani 
 Sing of Your Life; 1984; 1p 
 Song of Deborah, The; 1993; 13p SATB a - g2 E - a1 MD A Cap MS 
 Songs of Isaiah; 1987; 39p SATB   MD Piano MS 
 Stars, The; n.d.; 6p SATB a - g2 A - f1 M A Cap MS 
 Two Emerson Songs; n.d.; 4p SATB b - eb2 d - d1 E A Cap MS 
 Two Madrigals; Cease Sorrows Now; 1969; The Silver Swan; 1968 
 Vesper Canon; 1984; 1p 
 
HAIRSTON, Jacqueline 
 Nowhere to Lay His Head; 1971; 6p SATB, soprano solo 
 
HAIRSTON, Jester 
 Amen; 1957; 6p SATB/Sop. b - g2 G - f1 M A Cap Bourne B200394-357 
 Angles Rolled de Stone Away; 1949; 7p SATB c1 - bb2 F - f1 M Piano                       Bourne  B200543358 
 Band of Angels; 1940; 8p SATB eb1 - ab2 Ab - f1 MD A Cap Warner W3671 
 Christmas Gift; 1955; 16p SATB d1 - f2 G - eb1 M Piano                     Bourne     B202325357 
         (ab2) 
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 Crucifixion; 1952; 5p SATB f# - f#2 F - g1 M A Cap Bourne   B202861-357 
 Deep River; 1951; 5p SATB/Alto b - f#2 F# - g#1 M A Cap Sch         B203182-357 
 Dis Ol’ Hammer; 1957; 9p SATB 
 'Dis Train; 1954; 11p SATB b - g2 G - d1 MD A Cap Bourne   B203265-357 
 Don't Be Weary, Traveler; 1955; 5p SATB g - ab2 G - eb1 E A Cap Bourne   B203489-357 
 Elijah Rock; 1956; 10p SSA f - g2  M A Cap Bourne   B203737-353 
 Go Down in de Lonesome Valley; 1965; SATB g - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap Bourne   B203701-358 
 God's Gon' Buil' Up Zion's Wall; 1960; SATB c1 - ab2 F gb1 M A Cap Bourne   B204784-358 
  8p 
 Goin's Down dat Lonesome Road; 1965; SATB g - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap Bourne J-9 
  12p 
 Goodbye Song; 1967; 8p SATB bb - eb2 Bb - eb1 E Piano Bourne   B204909-357 
 Gossip; Gossip; 1959; 12p SATB c1 - d2 F - e1 E Piano Bourne   B205047-357 
 Great God A'Mighty; 1959; 8p SATB c1 - bb2 G - g1 MD A Cap Bourne   B205047-358 
 Hand Me Down; 1961; 7p SATB b - g2 G - e1 E A Cap Bourne   B205260-357 
 
 Hold My Mule While  I Dance, Josey; SATB bb - bb2 Bb - Eb1 E Piano Bourne   B205583-357 
  1960; 9p 
 Hold On; 1955; 9p SATB ab - ab2 F - f1 MD A Cap Bourne   B205591-357 
(HAIRSTON) Home in Dat Rock; 1957; 14p SATB b - f2 F - g1 MD Piano Bourne   B205674-357 
 I Can Tell the World; 1959; 11p SATB c1 - a2 c - f1 MD A Cap Bourne   B205856-358 
 I Want Jesus; 1958; 9p SATB d1 - g2 G - f1 M A Cap Bourne   B206161-357 
 I'm a Travelin' Man; 1963; 7p SATB c - ab2 A - f1 M Piano Warner W3712 
 In Dat Great Gittin' Up Mornin'; 1952; SATB/Ten. g - g2(bb2) G - eb1 E A Cap Bourner  B206516-357 
  9p 
 It's All Over Me; 1952; 9p SATB/Alto c1 - g2 F(D) - g1 M A Cap Bourne   B206920-357 
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 Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho; 1952; SATB c1 - b2 E - a1 MD A Cap Bourne   B207142-357 
 Let the Church Roll On; 1951; 2p SSAA ab - f2  E A Cap Bourne   B207548-353 
 Live-A Humble; 1955; 7p SATB c1 - g2 A - f1 MD A Cap Bourne   B207779-357 
 Mary, Mary, Where Is Your Baby?; SATB bb - g2 G - d1 E A Cap Bourne   B208215-357 
  1950; 6p 
 Mary's Little Boy Chile; 1956; 11p SATB/Mez. c1 - f2 A - e1 MD Piano Bourne  B208223-357 
 Negro Spirituals and Folk Songs; 1960; 63p (Selected and arranged by Jester Hairston and Harry Robert Wilson; Bourne, Co.) 
 No Ne Li Domi (You Can't Dance with TTBB  Bb - f1 E Cap Bourne   B209049-355 
   Me); 1971; 9p 
 Oh, Holy, Lord; 1950; 4p SATB b - e2 E - g1 M A Cap Bourne   B209601-357 
 Oh, Rock-a My Soul; 1950; 7p SATB c1 - a2 F - f1 E A Cap Bourne   B209627-357 
 Our Troubles Was Hard; 1961; 14p SATB b - g2 B - e1 MD A Cap Bourne   B209924-358 
 Poor Man Lazarus; 1950; 8p SATB d1 - g2 G - g1 E A Cap Bourne   B210393-358 
 Sakura, Sakura; 1959; 6p SATB a - d2 G - e1 E Piano Bourne   B211276-357 
 Scandalized My Name; 1959; 5p SSAATB 
 Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless SATB/Mez. f1 - bb2 F - ab1 E A Cap Bourne   B212084-357 
  Child; 1952; 5p 
 Steal Away; 1951; 5p SATB d1 - a2 E - f1 E A Cap Bourne   B212530-357 
 Swing a Lady Gum-Pum; 1956; 7p SATB ab - eb2 Ab - eb1 M A Cap Bourne   B212696-357 
(HAIRSTON) That Old House Is Ha'nted; 1970; 16p SATB/Sop. bb - g2 G - f1 E Piano Bourne   B212910-357 
   or Ten. 
 Wade in de Water; 1950; 7p SATB b - g2 E - e1 M A Cap Warner W3670 
 We're Goin' to That Ball; 1967; 16p SATB b - g2 F - e1 M Piano Bourne   B216929-357 
 What Kind o' Shoes; 1959; 11p SATB bb - f2 Bb - eb1 M A Cap Bourne   B214320-357 
 Who'll Be a Witness for my Lord; SATB d1 - a2 Bb - f1 M A Cap Bourne   B214650-357 
  1959; 11p 
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 Wonderful Counselor; 1952; 7p SATB/Alto c1 - c3 Eb - a1 M A Cap Bourne   B214908-357 
 You Better Mind; 1965; 10p SATB b - b2 G - e1 M A Cap Bourne   B215129-358 
 
HALL, Frederick 
 Steal Away; 1925; 5p SATB b - e2 G - e1 E A Cap Rod 1945 
 Yonder Come Day; 1955; 6p SATB/Sop. c1 - a2 Ab - f1 M A Cap Summy B-973 
 
HANCOCK, Eugene W. 
 As Smoke Is Blown Away; 1991; 9p SATB bb - a2 G - f#1 MD Organ or MS 
       Brass, timpani 
 Babe Is Born, A; 1975; 7p SATB or c1 - g2 F - eb1 E Organ/bells          Mills   CMR3325 
   TTBB 
 Behold, the Highly Esteemed Priest; SATB d1 - g2 F - f1 E Organ Augsburg 11-2204 
  1985; 7p 
 Birth of Jesus, The; n.d.; 35p SATB/Sop.,   MD Organ, MS 
   The Prophecy Cont.,Ten.,    Tuba 
   The Annunciation Bass 
   Magnificat 
   Glory to God 
 Blow the Trumpet; 1991; 8p SATB d1 - g2 G - g1 MD Organ, Augsburg 11-2547 
       trumpet 
(HANCOCK) Break Forth into Joy; 1990; 8p SATB b - a2 A - f#1 MD Organ Augsburg 11-2539 
 Burial Music; 1990; 10p SATB/Ten. c1 - g2 C - g1 M Organ MS 
   & Bass in 
   unison 
 But Lord, I Cannot Speak; 1988; 2p SATB/Bass b - a2 F - f#1 MD A Cap Mar-Vel 
 Come Here, Lord; 1973; 11p SATB a - g2 F - g1 E A Cap                      JF  FEC10078 
     chimes 
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 Creating God, Your Fingers Trace; Unison   E Piano or Agape 
 (Included in Hymn Sampler) 1989; 1p     Organ 
 Death of Jesus, The (Cantata for SATB/Sop. a - a2 G - g1 M Organ MS 
   mixed choir; 1982; 16p Cont.,Tenor 
   Bass 
 Gloria In Excelsis Deo; 1989; 11p SSA f - g2  MD Organ, MS 
       Percussion 
 Hallelujah, Praise the Lord (Psalm 146); SATB bb- a2 F - f#1 MD Organ or Brass MS 
   n.d.; 12p 
 I Will Send My Messenger; 1988; 3p SATB c1 - g2 F - g1 M A Cap Mar-Vel 
 Introit and Gradual for Easter Day; SATB a - a2 F- d1 E Organ/wind MS 
   1980; 7p 
 Jubilate (Psalm 100); 1982; 5p SATB db - eb2 G - d1 M Organ Anglo-Am Mus Pub 
 Katy Ferguson (A Cantata for Solo SATB   M Keyboard MS 
   Voices, SATB choir, children;s 
   choir, congregation, narrator and keyboard) 
   1991; 28p 
 Mass (Rite II); 1978; 24p SATB/Sop. gb - g#2 G - #1 M Organ MS 
  Lord, have Mercy Alto, Bar. 
  Glory to God in the Highest 
  Holy 
  Christ Our Passover 
  Lamb of God 
(HANCOCK) Music for Services for Trial Use; Unison/ c1 - g2 c - g1 M Organ MS 
   1972; 32p SATB 
 O Gracious Light; 1993; 3p Unison   E Organ MS 
 O Man Rejoice; 1964; 5p SATB g - a2 G - f#1 M Flutes, vib., MS 
       Dbl. bass 
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 Our Father in Heaven; 1983; 3p SATB/Sop. b - eb2 F - f1 E Piano or organ Augsburg 11-2167 
 Palm Sunday Anthem, A; 1971; 7p SATB eb1 - g2 Bb - g1 M A Cap Gray 3125 
 Poor Little Jesus; 1987; 4p TTBB/Counter F - ab1 MD A Cap Augsburg 11-2369 
   Tenor 
 Rise Up, Shepherd and Follow; 1992; 1p 
 Short Mass, A (Rite II); 1980; 7p Unison d1 - d2 d - d1 E Organ MS 
 Stable Lamp Is Lighted, A; 1992; 7p Unison c1 -d2 c - d1 E Piano or Augsburg 11-10141 
       guitar with flute 
 Song of Creation, A (Benedictus, Omni SATB & db1 - f2 A - c#1 E Organ MS 
   Opera Domine); n.d.; 5p Congregation 
 Song of Praise, A (Benedictus es 2 equal parts/   E Organ MS 
   Domina); 1979; 6p Congregation 
 Te Deum - You Are God; 1988; 13p SATB b - a2 A-f#1 M Brass, MS 
     cymbals, 
     timpani 
 Thirteen Spirituals [See "Collections Unison &    Organ & A Cap Gray 
   of Spirituals"] two parts 
 This Is God's Place; n.d.; 17p SATB/Unison a - f#2 F# - e#1 M Organ/brass MS 
   Choir    quartet/drums 
 Three Carols; n.d.; 20p SATB or   M  MS 
   How brightly shine TTBB 
   Immortal Babe 
   Coventry Carol 
HARRIS, Robert A. 
 Arise, Shine Out; 1987; 1p Unison bb - eb bb - eb E Organ Oxford 
 Behold, I Build An House; 1992; 21p 
 Behold, My Servant, Whom I Uphold SATB/SATB cb - g2 Bb - g1 MD Organ/Brass Oxford 94.246 
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 Benediction; 1983; 4p SATB bb - gb2 F - gb1 M A Cap/keyboard BH 6091 
 Benedictus; 1969; 5p SSAA g - ab2  MD A Cap MS 
 Bread of The World; 1988; 4p SATB/Sop. bb - g2 F - e1 MD Organ MF MF2018 
 Canticle: The Hungry Angels; (1978) 15p SATB b - a2 A - g1 M A Cap Foster MF 191 
 Collect for Peace, A; 1972; 21p SATB a - bb2 F# - g#1 MD A Cap/brass septet MS 
 For the Beauty of the Earth; 1983; 7p SATB g# - ab2 F - e1 M Organ/piano BH 6092 
 Glory to God; 1988; 8p SATB a - a2 G - a1 D A Cap MF MF2017 
 Go Down, Moses; 1988; 12p SATB/Sop. a - f#2 F# - f#1 MD A Cap Oxford 94.336  
   Ten. 
 Go, Make of All Disciples (for mixed SATB   M Organ, MS 
   choir and congregation); 1988; 16p     Brass quartet 
 Kyrie and Gloria; 1964; 12p SATB b - a2 F - g1 D A Cap MS 
 The Lamb; 1988; 8p SSAA f# - a2  MD A Cap Oxford 94.407 
 Let Us Break Bread Together; 1969; 8p SSAA/Sop. f - ab2  M A Cap/flute op. MS 
 Lit'l Boy, How Old Are You?; 1986; 10p SA g - bb2  MD Piano MS 
 Love Came Down at Christmas; SATB a - g2 E - e1 MD Piano op. Heritage H230 
   1981; 4p 
 May the Grace of Christ Our Savior; SATB b - a2 G - f#1 M A Cap BH 6093 
   1975; 7p 
 Now Therefore Praise The Lord; 1986; SATB g - a2 Gb - g1 MD Organ/Brass MS 
   26p 
 O Come, Let Us Sing Unto the Lord; SATB c1 - a2 F - g1 MD Organ BH 6094 
   1983; 11p (1969; 12p MS) 
(HARRIS) O Lamb of God; 1983; 4p SATB a - g#2 F# - e1 M A Cap MS 
 Oh, How Can I Keep From Singing? SATB bb - f2 Gb - f1 MD A Cap Oxford 94.335 
   1988; 7p 
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 Prayer of St. Francis; 1993; 12p 
 Rejoice, Ye Pure in Heart; 1988; 7p SATB b - a2 G - f#1 MD A Cap Oxford 94.337 
              (a1) 
 The Silver Swan; 1982; 4p SATB g - g2 G - g1 MD A Cap Heritage H242 
 Sing a Song of Christmas; 1981; 8p SATB c1 - g2 G - e1 M Piano opt. Heritage H238 
 Songs of Solomon 
 I.  Rise Up, My Love, My Fair One; SATB bb - ab2 Gb - gb1 MD Piano MS 
     1988; 10p  
 
 II. Set Me As a Seal Upon Thine SATB bb - ab2 Gb - f1 MD Piano MS 
     Heart; 1988; 9p Alto/Bass 
 Sunny Bank; 1983; 11p SATB b - g#2 F# - g#1 D A Cap CF CM8188 
 Te Deum (We Praise Three, O God); 
   1989; 26p (Commissioned by the Evelyn White Chamber Singers) 
 Thirty-Three Contemporary Responses SATB   M A Cap MS 
   for the Church Service 
 Three Children's Prayers; 1983; 4p SSA gb - a2  M A Cap BH 6095 
 1.  A Child's Prayer 
 2.  Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep 
 3.  Now I Wake 
 Three Children's Prayers; 1983; 4p SSA gb - a2  M A Cap BH 6095 
 1.  A Child's Prayer 
 2.  Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep 
 3.  Now I Wake 
 
 
(HARRIS) Three Spirituals; 1993; 21p 2 Treble bflat-a2  M Piano MS 
   (Chorus and Duet) 
   There’s a Little Wheel a-Turnin’ In My Heart 
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   This Little Light of Mine 
   Little David, Play on Your Harp 
 Two Elizabeth Lyrics; 1990; 29p SATB ab - ab2 G - g1 MD Piano/Chamber Oxford 95.214 
     1.  The Passionate Shepherd to his Love    Orchestra 
     2.  The Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd 
 What Sweeter Music; 1981; 1991; 14p SATB g - g2 F - f#1 MD A Cap Heritage H231 
 
HICKS, L'Roy 
 I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray; 1973; 5p SATB/Sop. bb - a2 F(D) - f1 E  A Cap Hope SP712 
   Ten. 
 Ready; 1973; 2p TTBB  Eb - ab1 E A Cap Hope TB203 
 
HILL, Augustus O. 
 Fix Me, Jesus; 1993; 7p SATB a - a2 F - a1 M A Cap MS 
 Psalm 91 (In the Beginning); 1992; 51p SATB/Sop./Tenor  D Organ MS 
   I.  The Secret Place Percussion (Full orchestral score available) 
   II. My Refuge and My Fortress 
   III.Salvation 
 
HURD, David 
 All Creatures of Our God and King Unison/   E Keyboard G.I.A. G-3738 
   (A New Hymn Tune); 1991; 7p Descant 
 Alleluia For A Festival; 1983; 4p SATB f#1 - g2 d - g1 E Organ GIA G-2618 
       or Brass Qt. 
 Almighty and Everlasting God; 1990; 3p SATB 
 An Alleluia Canon For Easter; 1989; 3p SATB   E Keyboard op. GIA G-3227 
(HURD) Awake, Awake; 1989; 12p SATB bb - g2 c - g1 E Organ/Trumpet GIA G-3150 
 Bless the Lord O My Soul; 1987; 11p SATB/ d1 - g2 d - f1 E Organ GIA G-3030 
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   Unison 
 Canon on I Lift Up My Eyes SATB/   M Organ GIA G-3228 
   To the Hill; 1990; 8p 4 Equal 
   Voices 
 Creating God; 1974; 6p SATB bb - f2 Ab - g1 E Organ GIA G-2891 
 The David Hurd Hymnary SATB/   E Organ GIA G-2637 
   (Twenty-Nine New Hymntunes with Congregation 
   various texts) 
 The David Hurd Hymnary Supplement SATB/   E Organ GIA G-2883 
   (Twelve New Hymntunes) Congregation 
 Easter Antiphon; 1984; 10p SATB d1 - f1 A - f1 M Organ, GIA G-2782 
       Brass 
 Exalt Yourself Above The Heavens, SATB c1 - f#2 c - f#1 M Organ GIA G-2783 
   O God; 1985; 18p 
 Intercession Mass Unison/   M Brass Qt., GIA G-2259 
   Gloria Congregation    Timp., (ad lib.) 
   Sanctus 
   Benedictus 
 It Is A Good Thing to Give Thanks; SATB a - ab2 F - ab1 E Organ GIA G-2716 
   1984; 8p 
 Lord, You Have Searched Me SATB/   E Organ, GIA G-2861 
   (Psalm 139); 1985; 7p Cantor,    Flute 
   Congregation 
 Lord Shall Reign, The (Psalm 93); 2 Mixed   E Organ GIA G-2717 
   1984; 8p Voices 
(HURD) Missa Orbis Factor; 1979; 14p Unison   E Organ GIA G-2463 
 Music for Celebration (Mass for Unison    E Organ GIA G-2258 
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   Choir and Congregation); 1979; 
 New Plainsong (A Mass for Unison Unison   E Organ GIA G-2463 
   Voices); 1981; 8p 
 O My People (Popule Meus) SATB c1 - f2 Bb - f1 E A Cap GIA G-3119 
   Tomas Victoria (Transcribed and 
   edited by David Hurd); 1988; 4p 
 O Trinity, O Trinity; 1990; 7p SATB/ b - c#2 F# - e1 E Keyboard GIA G-3739L 
   Descant 
 On Psalm 130; 1985; 16p SATB g#1 - e2 E - e1 E Organ GIA G-2862 
 Processional for Easter (Christ Our SATB gb - g2 Bb - f#1 M 2 Brass Qts., GIA G-2437 
   Passover); 1981; 17p Congregation    Keyboard, percussion 
 Psalm 23 (The Lord Is My Shepherd); SATB g - c2 F - d1 E Organ Augsburg 11-10172 
   1993; 7p     w/op. cong. Fortress 
 Psalm 84 (How Dear to Me is Your Unison   E Organ Augsburg 11-10106 
  Dwelling; 1979; 6p 
 Six Alleluia Canons; 1988; 12p Four equal   E Keyboard op. GIA G-3149 
   Voices 
 Stable Lamp Is Lighted, A; 1984; 4p Unison   E Keyboard op. GIA G-2754 
   Voices    or harp 
 A Star Shone in Heaven; 1991; 4p SATB 
 Teach Me, O Lord; 1984; 13p SATB b - f#2 A - e1 E Organ GIA G-2715 
   Responsorial Psalm 118 (119) 
 Tenebrae Factae Sunt; 1989; 8p SATB a - a2 A - g1 M A Cap MS 
 
(HURD) Two New Hymns; 1992; 5p Unison   E Keyboard GIA G-3737 
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 1.  As We Gather at Your Table 
 2.  Myrrh-Bearing Mary 
 
JAMES, Willis Laurence 
 Here's a Pretty Little Baby; 1976; 6p SATB d - g2 G - d1 E A Cap Schmitt 7627 
 
JOHNSON, Hall 
 Ain't Got Time to Die;  1955; 16p SATB/Ten. bb - g2 G - g1 M A Cap GS 10301 
 Cert'n'y Lord; 1930; 11p SATB/Ten. c1 - f2 F - f1 M A Cap CF CM 6641 
   Bass 
 City Called Heaven; 1930; 7p SATB b - f#2 F# - f#1 E A Cap Robbins R-3303 
 Crucifixion; 1953; 9p SATB/Ten. g - g2(d3) D - g1 M A Cap CF CM 6703 
 Dere's No Hidin' Place Down Dere; SATB c#1 - bb2 G - g1 M A Cap CF CM 6501 
  1930; 7p 
 Elijah Rock; 1956; 15p SATB ab - ab1 F - ab1 M A Cap GS 10354 
 Fix Me Jesus; 1955; 7p SATB/Sop. c1 - f2 F - f1 E A Cap GS 10278 
 Go Down Moses; 1930; 7p SATB/Bar. d1 - g2 G - g1 M A Cap CF CM 6739 
 His Name So Sweet; 1935; 2p SATB c1 - g2 G - b1 E A Cap CF CM 4580 
 His Name So Sweet; 1935; 3p SSA a - b2  E A Cap CF CM 5213 
 His Name So Sweet; 1935; 3p TTBB  G - b1 E Piano CF CM 2183 
 Hol' de Light; 1959; 7p SATB f - f2 F - f1 M A Cap CF CM 7104 
 Honor! Honor!; 1935; 7p SATB/Ten. b - f#2 E - f#1 E A Cap CF CM 4579 
 Honor! Honor!; 1935; 6p TTBB  G# - a1 E A Cap CF               CM 21826 
 Honor! Honor!; 1935; 6p SSA b - a2  M Piano CF CM 5212 
 I Cannot Stay Here by Myself; 1940; 6p SATB/Alto b - bb2 E - a1 M A Cap CF CM 4724 
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(JOHNSON) I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray; 1953; 19p SATB/Sop./ c1 - a2 F - f1 M A Cap Schirmer 10151 
   Ten. 
 I Got a Mule; 1949; 9p TTBB  Bb - g1 E A Cap Robbins R3444 
 I Got Shoes; 1949; 10p SATB c1 - e2 G - e1 M A Cap Robbins R3413 
 I'll Never Turn Back No Mo'; 1949; 7p SATB c1 - f2 G - f1 E A Cap Robbins R3452 
  I've Been 'Buked; 1946; 7p SATB bb - f2 F - eb1 E A Cap GS 9650 
 Jesus Lay Your Head in de Winder; SATB/Ten. bb - g2 G - eb1 M A Cap Robbins R3301 
   1930; 8p 
 Keep a-Inchin' Along; 1957; 10p TTBB/Ten  E - a1 M A Cap GS 10485 
 Lord, I Don't Feel Noways Tired; 1930; SATB/Ten. c1 - g2 Eb - g1 M A Cap CF CM 6502 
   9p 
 Lord, I Want to Be a Christian; 1946; SATB/Sop. d1 - g2 G - g1 M A Cap GS 561 
   9p 
 Mary Had a Baby; 1955; 7p SATB d1 - e2 G - e1 M A Cap GS 10359 
 Nobody Knows the Trouble I See; 1949; SATB/Ten. ab - ab2 Ab - ab1 E A Cap Robbins R3451 
   9p 
 Oh, Freedom; 1957; 10p SATB d1 - e2 c - g1 E A Cap GS 10520 
 Oh, Holy Lord; 1957; 9p SATB b - e2 E - g1 M A Cap GS 10449 
 Oh Lord, Have Mercy on Me; 1946; 8p SATB/Sop. a - f2 D - g1 M A Cap GS 9558 
 Ride On, Jesus; 1957; 11p SATB c1 - a2 F - a1 M A Cap GS 10483 
 Ride On, King Jesus; 1951; 11p SATB a - c3 C - ab1 MD A Cap CF CM 6702 
 River Chant; 1947; 7p SATB/Bar. c - bb2 Ab - ab1 E A Cap CF CM 6208 
 Run Li'l Chillun; 1941; 14p SATB/Ten. a - a2 D - f1 M Piano Robbins R2164 
 Scandalize My Name; 1958; 13p SATB/Ten. e1 - f#2 A- e#1 M A Cap GS 10608 
 Steal Away; 1935; 3p SSA b - b2  E Piano CF CM 5214 
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 Steal Away; 1935; 2p SATB d1 - b2 G- e1 E A Cap CF CM 4581 
(JOHNSON) Steal Away; 1935; 2p TTBB  G - b1 E A Cap CF CM 2184 
 Swing Dat Hammer; 1958; 10p TTBB  E - g1 M A Cap GS 10643 
 Take My Mother Home; 1940; 11p TTBB/Bar. Solo     CM 6605 
 Take My Mother Home; 1940; 11p SATB/Bar.  F - d1 M A Cap GS CM 6606 
 Trampin'; 1956; 8p SATB/Alto A - a2 F - f1 MD A Cap Marks 4009 
 'Way Over in Beulah Lan'; 1956; 11p SATB g(f) - c3 F - bb1 MD A Cap Marks 4008 
 'Way Up in Heaven; 1930; 5p SATB a - g#2 E - g1 E Piano Robbins R3300 
 What Kinder Shoes; 1947; 5p SATB d1 - e2 G - g1 M A Cap CF CM 6209 
 When I Was Sinking Down; 1946; 9p SATB d1 - f2 B - gb1 E A Cap GS 9559 
 
KAY, Ulysses 
 Birds, The; 1969;      Duchess 
 1.  The Great Black Crow; 10p SA bb - f2  MD Piano 
 2.  The Skylark; 8p SA g - f2  MD Piano 
 3.  The Peacock; 8p SSA a - g2  MD Piano 
 4.  The Throstle; 8p SA ab - f2  MD Piano 
 5.  Answer to a Child's Question; 6p SA g - e2  MD Piano 
 Choral Triptych; 1967; Organ/solo ; strings/string orchestra 
 1.  Give Ear to My Words, O Lord; 19p SATB c1 - g#2  G - g1 D  Asso A-495 
 2.  How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me, O SATB b - g2 G - g1 D  Asso A-496 
       Lord; 12p 
 3.  Alleluia; 16p SATB b - g#2 G - g1 D  Asso A-497 
 Christmas Carol; 1957; 7p SSA b - g2  M A Cap Peer 455-5 
 Come Away, Come Away Death; 1954, TTBB  G - eb1 M A Cap Peer ME1014 
   5p 
 Emily Dickinson Set; 1964; 20p SSA ab - ab2  MD Piano Leeds L-472 
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 1.  Elysium Is As Far 
 2.  Indian Summer 
 3.  Ample Make This Bed 
(KAY) Epicure, The (from the Cantata SATB bb - ab2 G - g1 D Piano MCA L-479 
   "Phoebus Arise"); 1965; 12p 
 Epigrams and Hymn; 1975; 20p SATB a - gb2 A - g1 MD Organ Pembroke PCB-100 
 Flamingo, The (Pentagraph); 1978; 8p SA a - f2  E Piano CF PC1014 
 Flowers in the Valley; 1962; 12p SATB b - gb2 Gb - g1 D A Cap Peters P6213 
 God the Lord; 1966; 6p SATB b - f2 F- e1 E Organ MCA           12616-062 
 Grace to You and Peace; 1957; 12p SATB bb - g2 G - f1 MD Organ Gray 2467 
 How Stands the Glass Around; 1956; 15p SATB bb - ab2 G - f#1 MD A Cap Asso A-228 
 Hymn-Anthem on the Tune "Hanover"; SATB g - d2 G - d1 E Organ Peters 6223 
   1960; 7p 
 King Arthur (Pentagraph); 1978; 7p SA c1 - f2  E Piano CF PC-1012 
 Lincoln Letter, A; 1958; 15p SATB/Bass g - gb2 E - gb1 D A Cap Peters 6027 
 Lo, The Earth; 1966; 4p 
 Love Divine (Hymn-Anthem on SATB bb - f2 F - d1 E Organ MCA           12615-062 
   "Beecher"); 1966; 7p 
 Miller's Song, The (Pentagraph); 1978; SSA b - e2  E Piano CF PC-1011 
   8p 
 Monkey's Glue, The (Pentagraph); 1978; 12p SSA b - f#2  E Piano CF PC-1015 
 New Song, A; 1961 
 1.  Sing Unto the Lord; 8p SATB b - a2 G - g1 M A Cap Peters 6136a 
 2.  Like as a Father; 4p SATB bb - g2 Ab - eb1 M A Cap Peters 6222a 
 3.  O Praise the Lord; 6p SATB ab - g2 Ab - g1 M A Cap Peters 6229a 
 Oh, Come, Emmanuel (Hymn-Anthem on SATB a - d2 G - e1 E Organ MCA           12613-062 
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   "Veni Emmanuel"); 1966; 6p 
 Parables; 1970; 44p SATB a - g2 G - ab1 D Chamber orch. Duchess 
 1.  The Old Arm Chair 
 2.  The Hell-Bound Train 
(KAY) Tears, Flow No More (from the SSAA/Sop. g - g2  D Piano MCA L-478 
   Cantata "Phoebus Arise"); 1965; 11p 
 To Be or Not to Be; 1978; 7p SSA a - f2  E Piano CF PC-1013 
 To Light That Shines; 1964; 14p SAB a - f#2 c - d1 MD Organ MCA L-479 
 Triple Set; 1972;      Duchess 
 1.  Ode: To the Cuckoo; 10p TB  A - g1 MD A Cap 
 2.  Had I a Heart; 6p TB  Bb - eb1 MD A Cap 
 3.  A Toast; 22p TTBB  F - g1 MD A Cap 
 Triumvirate; 1954; 33p TTBB  E - ab1 D A Cap Peer ME1013 
 1.  Music 
 2.  The Children's Hour 
 3.  The Night March 
 Two Dunbar Lyrics; 1966p 20p 
 What’s In A Name; 1956; 10p 
 Wreath for Waits, A; 1956; 
 1.  Noel; 10p SATB bb - ab2 A - g1 MD A Cap Asso A-209 
 2.  Lully, Lullay; 10p SATB a - g2 A - f1 M A Cap Asso A-210 
 3.  Welcome Yule; 12p SATB c1 - ab2 B - g1 MD A Cap Asso A-211 
 
KERR JR., Thomas H. 
 Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel; 1961; 2p SATB bb - g2 G - f1 M A Cap MS 
 Ev'ry Time I Feel da Spirit; 2p SATB c1 - f2 F - eb1 E A Cap MS 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 3p SATB bb - a2 A - g#1 M A Cap MS 
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 He 'Rose (Easter Spiritual); 1973; 2p SATB c1 - g2 F - f1 M A Cap MS 
 I Will Extol Thee; 1942; 6p SATB bb - g2 A - g1 MD A Cap MS 
 Nobody Knows; n.d.; 2p SATB a - e2 F - f1 E A Cap MS 
 Plen'y Good Room; 1950; 7p SATB g - f2 F - f1 MD A Cap MS 
(KERR) Poor Wayfaring Stranger; 3p SATB g# - f#2 F# - f#1 MD A Cap MS 
 Prayer for the Soul of Martin Luther SATB gb - bb2 G - a1 D A Cap MS 
   King; 14p (pages 12-14 missing) 
 Talk About a Chile; 1954; 8p SATB a - f#2 F# - f#1 MD A Cap MS 
  (3 different copies, not the composer’s) 
 
KING, Betty Jackson 
 Alleluia and Prayer; 1989; 3p SSAA f# - g2  E A Cap JP JP301 
 Angel Rolled the Stone Away, The; SATB d1 - f#2 A - e1 E A Cap JP JP102 
   1988; 3p 
 Behold That Star; 1978; 2p SATB/Sop. b - f#2 A - g#1 E A Cap JP JP109 
 Come Down, Angels; 1955; 7p SATB b - f#2 E - f#1 E A Cap Kjos ED5393 
 Gloria In Excelsis Deo; 1975; 3p SATB e1 - bb2 db - g1 E A Cap JP JP101 
 Go Tell It On The Mountain; 1990; 4p SATB bb - d2 F - f1 E A Cap JP JP108 
 Great Day; 1956; 6p SATB/Sop. bb - eb2 Bb - g1 E A Cap JP JP113 
 Great Gettin' Up Mornin'; 1992; 7p SSAA/Sop. f - bb2  E A Cap JP JP303 
   Alto 
 Hear de Lambs A-Cryin'; 1961; 4p SATB bb - g2 G - g1 E A Cap Kjos ED5332 
 I Want God's Heaven to be Mine; 1973; SATB/Sop. c1 - g2 c - f1 M A Cap Marks MC4601 
   6p  Ten. 
 I Want Jesus to Walk With Me; 1989; 6p SATB g# - a2 D - a1 E A Cap JP JP106 
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 I Want To Be Ready; 1988; 6p SATB/Sop. c1 - a2 Bb - f1 E A Cap Mar-Vel 
 I'm Going Down to the River of Jordan; TTBB/Bar.  F - f1 E A Cap JP JP203 
   1990; 6p 
 I'm Troubled in Mind; 1973; 4p SATB/Sop. bb - d2 G - f1 E A Cap JP JP105 
   Alto 
 Jude Benedictus; 1975; 4p SATB a - f2 e - f#1 E A Cap JP JP103 
(KING) Let Us Cheer the Weary Traveler; TTBB/Bass  G - b1 E A Cap JP JP201 
   1979; 4p 
 Ole Ark's A-Moverin'; 1992; 6p TTBB  Gb - c2 E A Cap JP JP204 
 Psalm 57; 1972; 12p SATB a - bb2 A - g1 M A Cap JP JP104 
 Rise Up, Shepherds; 1978; 2p SATB/Sop. ab - d2 Ab - d1 E A Cap JP JP109 
 Shepherd's Vision, The; 1988; 10p SATB a - g2 G - f1 E A Cap Mar-Vel 
 Sinner, Please Don't Let This Harvest SSATB a - a2 A - a1 E A Cap Mills 2983 
   Pass; 1978; 7p 
 Sinner, Please Don't Let This Harvest SATB a - a2 D - a1 M African Drums, JP JP111 
   Pass (With African Lyrics); n.d.; 6p     instruments and/or dancers 
 Stan' the Storm; 1956; 4p SSAA/Sop. g - d2  E Piano JP JP302 
 This Little Light of Mine; 1978; 4p SATB bb - ab2 Bb - f1  A Cap JP JP112 
 Wide River; 1961; 4p SATB c1 - f2 Bb - f1 E A Cap Kjos ED5333 
 
LLOYD, JR.  Charles 
 Give Me Jesus; 1991; 7p SATB a - a2 F - g1 E A Cap Kjos ED 8712 
 Oh, Freedom; 1991; 7p SATB c1 - f2 F - f1 E Piano Kjos ED 8713 
 
LOGAN, Wendell (LARGE ENVELOPE) 
 Hughes Set; 1978; 13p TTBB   D A Cap MS 
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 Malcolm, Malcolm; 1977; 11p SATB a - f2 G - eb1 D 2-channel, MS 
       half-track, stereo tape, playback 
 My Lord, What a Morning; n.d.; 5p SATB/Sop. g - c2 F - e1 E A Cap MS 
 Songs of Our Time; 1969; 69p SATB   D Instrumental MS 
       ensemble 
 Variations on "Doo-Wah"; n.d.; 9p TTBB  Gb - g1 M A Cap MS 
 
Mc INTYRE, Phillip 
 Don’t You Let Nobody Turn You ‘Run’; 1987; 4p 
 
McLIN, Lena 
 All The Earth Sing Unto The Lord; SATB g# - a2 A - g1 M A Cap Kjos ED5459 
   1967; 7p 
 Cert'nly Lord, Cert'nly Lord; 1967; 12p SATB ab - bb2 Bb - g1 M A Cap Kjos ED5458 
 Done Made My Vow to the Lord; 1971; 8p SATB/Bar. a - f#2 F# - e1 E A Cap Kjos ED587w 
 Earth Is the Lord's, The; 1969; 8p SATB b - g2 G - e1 E A Cap Pro Art 2531 
 Eucharist of the Soul; 1972; 24p SATB b - f2 G - e1 M Piano/organ GWM EDGC41 
 For Jesus Christ Is Born; 1971; 3p SATB c1 - g2 G - d1 E A Cap Kjos ED5856 
 Friendship; 1972; 8p SATB b - f2 G - e1 MD Piano GWM EDGC39 
 Glory, Glory, Hallelujah; 1966; 8p SATB b - f#2 G - eb1 E Piano (op.) Kjos  ED5430 
 Gwendolyn Brooks; 1972; 8p SATB b - e2 G - d1 E Piano Piano EDGC21 
 If They Ask You Why He Came; 1971; 8p SATB bb - g2 Ab - eb1 E Piano GWM EDGC35 
 If We Could Exchange Places; 1971; 11p SATB bb - c2 G - c1 M Flute; electric Marks 4574 
       bass guitar 
 In This World; 1970; 39p SATB g - a2 G - e1 M Piano/cello/ GWM 
       electric bass, guitar/electric, piano 
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 Lit'le, Lit'le Lamb; 1959; 8p SATB/Sop. bb - bb2 F - eb1 M A Cap Kjos ED5457 
 Little Baby; 1971; 7p SATB/op. solo   M A Cap Kjos ED5855 
 My God Is So High; 1972; 7p SATB c1 - g2 F - e1 M A Cap Kjos ED5881 
 New Born King; 1972; 4p SATB c1 - a2 F - d1 E A Cap GWM EDGC23 
 Sanctus and Benedictus; 1971; 4p SATB bb - f2 F - d1 M A Cap GWM EDGC34 
 Torch Has Been Passed, The; 1971; 11p SATB c1 - a2 G - f1 M A Cap GWM EDGC28 
 
(Mc LIN) What Will You Put Under Your SATB c1 - a2 c - e1 M A Cap GWM EDGC22 
   Christmas Tree; 1971; 8p 





 Break Forth into Joy; 1936; 16p SATB c1 - g2 F - g1 M Organ JF 7196 
 By the Waters of Babylon; 1932; 12p SATB g - g2 F - g1 MD A Cap GS 7668 
 Christmas Roundelay, A; 1931; 6p SATB b - g2 G# - g1 MD A Cap Gray 1172 
 Dark'ning Night the Land Doth Cover; SATB/Sop. a - f2 F - f#1 M A Cap Galaxy 745 
   1937; 11p 
 Fair Daffodils, We Weep; 1943; 10p SATB a - g2 A - g1 MD A Cap Boston 2377 
 Far from My Heavenly Home; 1932; 8p SATB a - a2 F - ab1 M A Cap JF 6607 
 Hark, Hark, My Soul; 1949; 15p SATB a - g2 F#(D)-g1 M A Cap Boston 2556 
 He Stooped to Bless; 1936; 4p SATB c1 - f2 G - g1 M A Cap JF 7198 
 Hosanna, Blessed Is He That Comes; SATB a - g2 A - g1 MD A Cap Boston 2550 
   1945; 4p 
 Jesus Lives, Alleluia; 1943; 11p SATB a - a2 F - a1 M Organ Boston 2376 
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 Lord, What Am I; 1936; 7p SATB/Sop. ab - g2 F - a1 M A Cap Gray 1374 
   Ten. 
 Morning Hymn of Praise; 1945; 12p SATB b - a2 F - f1 M Organ Boston 2476 
 Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal; 1931; 3p SATB bb - g2 Bb - g1 M A Cap JF 6504 
 O Come, Let Us Sing; 1935; 16p SATB g# - g#2 F# - a1 MD A Cap JF 6971 
 O Mistress Mine; 1931; 5p SATB a - f#2 G - f#1 MD A Cap JF 6505 
 O My Deir Hert, Young Jesus Sweit; SSA g# - g2  MD Piano JF 6555 
   1931; 4p 
(MARGETSON) O Taste and See; 1936; 11p SATB a - g2 F - f1 M A Cap JF 7197 
 Search Me, O Lord; 1935; 16p SATB a - g2 F# - g1 MD A Cap JF 6969 
 Sing We a Joyous Measure; 1936; 8p SATB a - g#2 G - f#1 M A Cap Gray 1409 
 Soft Shines the Starlight; 1945; 10p SATB ab - ab2 G - ab1 M A Cap Boston 2551 
 Softly Now the Light of Day; 1935; 10p SATB f - ab2 F - g1 M A Cap JF 6972 
 Song for the Chieftain's Son, A; 1944; 14p SATB a - gb2 F - gb1 MD A Cap Boston 2447 
 Still, Still with Thee; 1950; 11p SATB a - g2 G - e1 M A Cap Boston 2746 
 Strong Son of God, Immortal; 1946; 12p SATB bb - g2 F(Eb)-g1 M Organ Boston 2554 
 Through the Day Love; 1944; 7p SATB g - g2 F(Eb)-g1 M Organ Boston 2451 
 Weep You No More; 1932; 4p SATB bb - g2 G - g1 M A Cap JF 6606 
 Whoso Dwelleth Under the Defence; SATB/Sop. bb - ab2 G - f1 M Organ Boston 2365 
   1942; 15p Alto; Ten. 
 Why Weep Ye By The Tide Ladies?; 1935; 11p; SSAATTBB 
 
MONTAGUE, J. 
 Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho; 1935; 8p SATB a - f2(a2) F- f1 MD A Cap WM W-2811 
 Let Us Break Bread Together; 1950; 6p SATB/Sop. c1 - bb2 Ab - f1 M A Cap Warner W3408 
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   Bar. 
 Sinner, Please Don't Let This Harvest SATB g# - g#2 C# - f#1 M A Cap WM 5-W2915 
   Pass; 1937; 8p 
 Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; 1935; 7p SSA f# - g2  M Piano WM W2838 
 
MOORE, Dorothy Rudd 
 Ave Maria; 1973; 6p; adapted to the SSA bb - g2  M Piano Rudmor 
   First Prelude of J. S. Bach 
   (Charles Gounod vocal arr.) 
 
(MOORE) Deep River; 1974; 3p SA f - g2  E Piano Rudmor 
   (Piano arr., H.T. Burleigh) 
 Frederick Douglass (A Three-Act Opera) SATB/Ten.   M Full Orch. ACA 
    1981-1985;  
    Excerpt: "Great Day for America";  p. 192-204 
    Excerpt from Act III, Scene III SATB/Bass 
    "The Bright North Star" (Final Chorus) Sop., Alto, Ten. 
    p. 289-307 Bar. 
 
 He's Got the Whole World In His Hands; SATB b - a2 A - b M Piano Rudmor 
   1974; 6p (Margaret Bonds vocal arr.) 
 In Celebration; 1977; 14p SATB/Sop. a - ab2 F - a1 MD Piano Rudmor 
   Bar. 
 Nymphs and Shepherds; 1973; 7p SSA b - g2  M Piano Rudmor 
   (Henry Purcell vocal arr.) 
 Thanks Be to Thee; 1977; 7p SST d1 - g2 Ten: d-g1 E Piano Rudmor 
   (G. F. Handel vocal arr.) 
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MOORE, Undine Smith 
 Alleluia; n.d.; 15p MS 
 Benediction; 1974; 10p SATB ab - a2 E - ab1 M A Cap MS 
 Bound for Cannan's Island; 1960; 7p SATB d1 - a2 A - g1 M A Cap Warner W3653 
 Come Along in Jesus Name; 1977; 2p SATB g# - g#2 G# - e1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-0558 
 Daniel, Daniel Servant of the Lord; SATB a - a2 F# - a1 M A Cap Warner W3475 
   1953; 10p 
 Fanfare and Processional; 1985; 11p SATB/Sop. a - f2 F - f1 M Organ, opt. brass, Augsburg 11-0591 
       percussion 
(MOORE, U.) Fare You Well; 1951; 7p SATB/Sop. bb - eb2 Eb - eb1 M A Cap WM W3419 
   Ten. 
 Glory to God; 1979; 7p SATB ab - g2 cb - f1 M A Cap Augsburg 11-1876 
 Hail Warrior; 1957; 8p SATB g - b2 G - a1 MD A Cap WM W3544 
 I Believe This Is Jesus; 1977; 8p SATB a - a2 A - a1 M A Cap Augsburg 11-0559 
 I Just Come from the Fountain; 1951; 4p SATB a - a2 F# - g1 E A Cap Warner W3418 
 I Will Trust in the Lord; 1989; 11p SATB ab - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap Augsburg 11-2505 
       piano, opt. 
 I Would Be True; 1979; 4p SAB c1 - g2 eb - eb1 E Piano Augsburg 11-1869 
 I'm Going Home; 1978; 7p SATB/Sop. g - a2 F - f1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-0652 
 Lamb, The; 1958; 5p SS or Unison c1 - f2  M Piano Gray 2531 
 Let Us Make Man in Our Image; 1960; 7p SATB/Sop. E - b2 E - a1 MD A Cap WM W3652 
 Long Fare You Well; 1960; 7p SATB g - a2 G - g1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-0563 
 Lord Have Mercy; 1978; 8p SATB a - a2 G - g1 M A Cap Augsburg 11-856 
 Lord, We Give Thanks to Thee; 1973; SATB g - a2 G - g1 MD A Cap Warner WB-299 
   15p 
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 Mother to Son; 1955; 10p SATB ab - ab2 F- g1 M A Cap Warner W3513 
 Oh, That Bleeding Lamb; 1977; 7p SATB b - a2 A - f1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-0557 
 Scenes From The Life Of A Martyr SATB/Sop.   M Full Orchestra CF 
  (To the Memory of Martin Luther Alto, Ten.    (rental only) 
  King, Jr.) Cantata; 1978; 50p Bass soli 
   Narrator 
 Sinner, You Can't Walk My Path; 1958; SATB g - a2 E - g1 MD A Cap WM W3546 
   6p 
 Striving After God; 1958; 4p SATB a - a2 A - g1 M A Cap Warner W3545 
 Tambourines to Glory; 1973; 8p SATB a - a2 G - g1 M A Cap Warner W3321 
 
(MOORE, U.) Walk Through the Streets of the City; SATB a - g2 B - g1 M A Cap Augsburg 11-0564 
   1977; 8p 
 We Shall Walk Through the Valley; SATB bb - g2 G - f1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-0565 
   1977; 4p 
 When Susanna Jones Wears Red; 1975; 6p SATB f - a2 E - g1 M A Cap Warner CHO795 
 
MORRIS, Robert L. 




 Got a Mind to Do Right; 1986 (1989); 11p TTBB  F - ab1 E A Cap LG 52502 
 I Can't Tarry; 1984; 8p TTBB  D - a1 M A Cap LG 52501 
 Lift Every Voice and Sing; (from the arr. of Roland Carter) 
 Nkosi Si Kelel' I Afrika (God Bless SATB d - g2 G - e1 E A Cap MS 
   Africa); 1990; 7p 
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 Nkosi Si Kelel' I Afrika (God Bless TTBB  Ab - f1 E A Cap MS 
   Africa); 1990; 3p 
 
PERKINSON,  Coleridge-Taylor 
 Fredom-Freedom; 1970; 40p SATB c1 - c3 F - g1 D Piano Frank T-101 
 
PERRY, Julia 
 Song of Our Savior; 1953; 8p SATB a - f#2 F# - e1 M A Cap Galaxy 1946 
PRICE, Florence 
 Heav'n-Bound Soldier; 1949; 4p SSA ab - bb2  E Piano Handy 
 
 
PRICE, John E.  (BOX) 
 Ain't It Sad; 1961; 5p SATB g - g2 F - f1 MD A Cap SSP 
 Amen; 1954; 6p SATB/ ab - bb2 D - ab1 MD A Cap SSP 
   2 Choirs 
 Ave Maria; 1988; 10p SATB/Sop. bb - g2 F - f1 D A Cap SSP 
 Barely Time to Study Jesus SATB/Sop.   D Percussion SSP 
   (3rd version); 1977; 54p 7 Readers 
 Booker T. Washington Speech- SATB   D Large Concert SSP 
   Boston, Massachusetts, 1897 Soloists    Band 
   (Excerpts); 1982-1983; 85p 
 Carol II; 1962; 4p Unison   E A Cap SSP 
  Carol III; (O Lord We Want to Thank SATB/Con- a - g#2 F- g1 M A Cap SSP 
   You); 1969; 9p (15p) tralto 
 Damnation of Doctor Faustus; 1962; 79p SATB/Ten.   D Small orch. SSP 
 Dona Nobis Pacem; 1972; 7p SATB c - g2 G - f1 M A Cap SSP 
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 Easter Mass; 1988; SATB/Sop.   MD Organ SSP 
 A.  Hosanna Unison 
 B.  Antiphon 
 C.  Responsorial Psalm 
 D.  Verse Before the Gospel 
 
 Hymn 73; 1987; 1p 
 Hymn 74; 1987; 1p 
 Magnificat Anima Mea Dominum; 1954; 7p SATB bb - bb2 Ab = gb1 MD A Cap SSP 
 Mass; 1987; 25p SATB/Sop.   MD Organ SSP 
   Gloria Unison 
   Introit 
   Kyrie eleison 
   Responsorial Psalm 
(PRICE)   Alleluia Verse and Verse 
     Before the Gospel 
   Communion Antiphon 
 Mist; 1962; 4p SATB a - b2 D# - ab1 MD A Cap SSP 
 The Patience That Outlasts Chains-- SATB   D 3 Speakers, SSP 
   Part I; 1969; 16p Sounds,    percussion, 
   Singing    harp 
 Prayer: Martin Luther King; 1970; 11p SATB/Bar. g - a2 F# - g1 D A Cap SSP 
 Psalm 117; 1967; 3p SATB g - a2 G - f#1 D A Cap SSP 
 
 Rounds for the 12th Month; 1978; 9p     A Cap SSP 
 1.  The Baby 
 2.  The Man 
 3.  Mary 
 4.  The Mystery 
 5.  Jesus Will Not Return 
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 6.  Humanity: First in Africa 
 Sermon; 1956; 7p SATB f - bb2 E - ab1 MD A Cap SSP 
 Sketch, A; 1959; 3p SATB g - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap/3 flutes, SSP 
       1 oboe 
 Song of the Liberty Bell; n.d.; 103p SATB/Nars.   D Instrumental SSP 
   /Solos    Tape 
 Two "Jesus Pieces"; 1958; 9p SATB f - ab2 Eb - g1 MD A Cap SSP 
 What Month Was Jesus Born In? SATB g - db1 A - e1 M Bb Clar., 2 SSP 
   1970; 31p     guitars, piano, 
       drum set 
 
REECE, Cortez 
 Mary Had a Baby; 1959; 1978; 7p SATB/Sop. bb - g2 G- eb1 M A Cap Hinshaw HMC-316 
 That Man; 1961; 7p 
 
ROXBURY, Ronald 
 As Dew in Aprille; 1972; 6p SATB d1 - f#2 A - f1 MD A Cap Walton 3503 




 An' I Cry; 1939; 7p SATB g - g2 G - e1 E A Cap Handy 
 Balm in Gilead; 1938; 5p SATB/Ten. c1 - f2 F - g1 M A Cap Handy 
 Bethlehem Lullaby; 1946; 1p SATB/Sop. c1 - c2 C - c1 E A Cap Row 401 
   (See: Mary Borned a Baby) 
 By and By; 1938; 5p SATB g - g2 Eb - eb1 E A Cap Handy 
 Don't Be Weary Traveler; 1939; 6p SATB/Alto g - eb2 Eb - g1 E A Cap Handy 
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 Gonna Journey Away; 1939; 8p SATB/Alto d1 - d2 F - f1 M A Cap Handy 
 Great Day; 1938; 5p SATB b - a2 F - f1 M A Cap Handy 
 Gwine Up; 1936; 5p SATB/Bar. d1 - e2 A - g1 E A Cap Handy 
 He Ain't Coming Here to Die; 1949; 7p SATB/Alto bb - d2 Bb - bb E A Cap/piano JF 8441 
 Hear the Lambs a Crying; 1938; 5p SATB a - e2 E - f1 E A Cap Handy 
 I Got a Mother in Heaven; 1938; 5p SATB/Bar. c1 - g2 G - e1 E A Cap Handy 
 In Bright Mansions Above; 1939; 6p SATB a- g2 F - g1 E A Cap Handy 
 Joshua Fought the Battle of Jericho; TTBB  F# - g1 M A Cap Row 506 
   1946; 4p 
 Let Us Break Bread Together; 1945;4p SATB b - g2 G - e1 E A Cap JF FECS117 
 Lord I Want to Be a Christian; 1938; 5p SATB bb - eb2 Eb - eb1 E A Cap Handy 
 Love Song; 1946; 4p TTBB  Ab - ab1 E A Cap (op.) Row 363 
 Mary Borned a Baby; Bethlehem SATB/Sop. /c1 - eb2 Ab - eb1 E A Cap Row 401 
   Lullaby; 1946; 4p 
(RYDER) Mighty Fortress Is Our God, A; 1947; 7p TTBB  F - g1 M A Cap Row R370 
 My Lord Is So High; 1939; 8p SATB bb - g2 Bb - a1 E A Cap Handy 
 My Soul Doth Magnify the Lord; 1948; 6p SATB/Sop. bb - f2 Bb - eb1 E Piano/organ JF 9072 
 No More Auction Block; 1939; 4p SATB/Sop. g - e2 G(D)-d1 E A Cap Handy 
 Nobody Knows de Trouble I See; 1938; 4p SATB b - d2 G - d1 E A Cap Handy 
 O Lem'me Shine; 1936; 5p SATB/Bar. c#1 - d2 G - g1 E A Cap Handy 
 Run to Jesus; 1936; 7p SATB/Bar. g - c2 G - d1 E A Cap Handy 
 Sea Suite for Male Voices; 1946; 11p TTBB  F - a1 M A Cap Handy 
 See That Babe in the Lowly Manger; TTBB  G - g1 E A Cap GS 9550 
   1946; 11p 
 Sunrise; 1939; 8p SATB a - a2 A - f1 M A Cap Handy 
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SMITH, Hale 
 Comes Tomorrow: A Jazz Cantata; SATB   MD  To be pur. 
   1972; rev. 1976; 66p      by Presser 
 I'm Coming Home; 1984; 8p SATB bb - eb2 Ab - f1 M A Cap Marks MC-4616 
       String Bass and Drums, op. 
 In Memoriam--Berryl Rubinstein; 1959; 16p SATB b - a2 A# - g1 D Chamber orch. Galaxy HP56 
 Toussaint L'Ouvrture--1803; 1977; 14p SATB bb - g2 F# - eb1 MD Piano Presser        342-40126 
 Toussaint L’Ouvrture—1803; 11p 2 MS scores 
 Two Kids; 1973; 10p SATB bb - ab2 F - ab1 MD A Cap Marks MC4594 
 
SMITH, William H. 




 In Time of Silver Rain; 1991; 30p SATB   D Small Orch. MS 
 Sing My People (Cantata); 1981; 117p; SATB/Sop.   D 12 Instrumen- MS 
 I. Overture Tenor, Bass    talists 
 II. Play Ebony Play Ivory 
 III. Son of Msippi 
 IV. Black Star Line 
 V. Interlude 
 VI. Coat of Many Fibers 
 VII. The Coming of the Eagles 
 
STILL, William Grant 
 And They Lynched Him on a Tree; SATB/Con-   MD Full Orch. JF 
   1961; 46p tralto; nar. 
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 Blind Man, The; 1977; 6p SATB g - eb2 Ab - eb1 M Piano Gemini GP-406 
 Ev'ry Time I Feel the Spirit; 1977; 7p SATB b - f2 G - f1 E Piano Gemini GP-405 
 Hard Trials (from "Three Rhythmic SATB c1 - f2 c - f1 M Piano Bourne 808 
   Spirituals"); 1961; 8p 
 Here's One; 1941; 8p SATB/Sop. a - e2 B - f#1 M A Cap Presser        322-40037 
 I Feel Like My Time Ain't Long; 1956; SATB c1 - f2 c - d1 E A Cap Presser        312-40304 
   4p 
 Is There Anybody Here; 1956; 4p SATB c1 - e2 c - e1 E Piano Presser        312-40305 
 Lawd, Ah Wants to Be A Christian; SATB d1 - g2 G - a1 M Piano Handy 
   1938; 5p 
 Lord, I Looked Down the Road (from SATB/Sop. a - f2 d - f#1 M Piano Bourne 807 
   "Three Rhythmic Spirituals"); 1961; Ten. 
   11p 
 A Psalm for the Living; 1965; 20p SATB 
 Toward Distant Shores; 1977; 7p SATB ab - g2 F - g1 M Piano Broude GP-407 
(STILL) Victory Tide; 1952; 8p SATB c1 - a2 G - a1 M Piano JF 7831 
 Voice of the Lord, The (Psalm XXIX); SATB/Ten. b - a2 A - g#1 M Organ Witmark 5-W3273 
   1951; 10p      G. Schirmer 
SWANSON, Howard 
 Nightingales; 1952; 11p TTBB  G - a1 MD A Cap WT 
 We Delighted, My Friend; 13p SATB g - bb2 G - g1 MD A Cap WT (MS) 
 
TAYLOR, Maude Cummings 
 How Beautiful upon the Mountains; SATB/Sop. b - g2 G - f#1 M Piano/organ Handy 
   1964; 7p Ten. 
 
TILLIS, Frederick C. 
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 Alleluia; 1969; 28p SATB g - g2 E - g1 MD A Cap ACA 
 Five Spirituals; 1976; 81p SATB/Sop. a - bb2 Gb - a1 D Brass Choir ACA 
   I'm Gonna Sing 
   The Urgency 
   Salve Savage in the Spin 
   All About Are the Cold Places 
   The Time 
 Freedom; 1974; 31p SATB a - g1 G - g1 D A Cap Southern 
 Halleluyah; 1966; 15p TTBB  F - b1 MD A Cap ACA 
 "One" for Ray; 1984; 14p SATB a - g2 G - f1 MD Piano, P&P 
       drums, bass 
 Seasons; 1973;      MS 
 1.  Spring; 5p SSA a - f2  M A Cap 
 2.  Summer; 22p SSA speaking  M Tambourine, African "thumb 
       piano" 
 3.  Autumn; 10p SSA bb - g2  MD Gong, cymbals, cluster bells, 
       wood block 
 4.  Winter; 16p SSA a - a2  MD Cello 
(TILLIS) Time Has Come, The; 1989; 19p SATB g - g2 G - f1 MD Jazz Trio P&P 
 Tribute to Duke Ellington; 1980; 56p n.d. (A Choral Suite for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass, Rhythm Section) 
 We Wear the Mask; 1988; 28p SATB/Sop. gb - ab2 G - g1 D Piano P&P 
 
WALKER, George 
 Babe is Born, A; 1979; 7p SATB b - g#2 G# - b1 D A Cap GM 
 Give Thanks unto the Lord; 1975; 14p SSA a - g#2  MD Organ GM 
 O Lord of God of Hosts; 1975; 12p SATB c#1 - g2 G - a1 MD Organ GM 
 Praise Ye the Lord; 1975; 9p SATB b# - g2 A - ab1 MD Organ GM 
 Sing Unto the Lord; 1975; 12p SATB b - a2 A - a1 MD A Cap GM 
 Stars; 1968; 6p SATB bb - g2 B - e1 MD A Cap Asso A-596 
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 Three Lyrics for Chorus; 1971; SATB 
 1.  The Bereaved Maid; 80  bb - f2 F - f1 M Piano GM 
 2.  Take, O Take Those Lips Away; 7p (missing) bb - c2 G - f1 M Piano GM 
 3.  O Western Wind; 8p  b - g#2 C#1 - f#1 MD Piano GM 
 With This Small Key; 1975; 11p SATB g - a2 G - a#1 D A Cap GM 
 
 
WHITE, Clarence Cameron 
 
 Heritage; 1960; 35p (A Musical Statement for Solo Voice (Tenor/Soprano), mixed chorus, speaking choral group  
 
WHALUM, Wendell 
 Amazin' Grace; 1973; 11p SATB/Sop. bb - g2 G - f1 E Organ LG 51750 
 Been In The Storm; 1982; 8p TTBB/Bar.  G - bb1 M A Cap LG 52246 
 Fare Ye Well; 1987; 1p 
 Give Me Jesus; 1978; 7p SATB ab - g2 Db - f1 M A Cap GS 52039 
 Mary Was the Queen of Galilee; 1974; 10p SATB/Sop. a - g2 G - a1 M A Cap LG 51808 
(WHALUM) My Lord, What a Morning; 1979; 10p TTBB/Bar.  G - a1 M A Cap LG 51917 
 Roberta Lee; 1975; 11p TTBB/Ten.  F - a(b1) M A Cap LG 51866 
 Somebody's Calling My Name; 1975; 11pTTBB  F - ab1 M A Cap LG 51932 
 Sweet Home; 1975; 11p SATB/Sop. ab - f2 Ab - f1 E A Cap LG 51869 
 You'd Better Run; 1976; 11p TTBB/Bar.  Ab - ab1 M A Cap LG 51749 
WHITE, Don Lee 
 The A.M.E. Hymn; 1979; 1p 
 Blessed Are the Merciful; 1992; 5p SATB f1 - a2 c - f#1 E Organ MS 
 Choral Toccata - Psalm 118:24; 1991; Choir/   M Organ MS 
   (Organ and Choir Introit) Two Parts 
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 Glorious Things of Thee SATB c1 - ab2 A - f1 E Organ Davike 
   (Franz Joseph Haydn); 1972; 
 Introit and Amen; 1978; 2p 
 Trust in the Lord - Acts 12; n.d.; 12p SATB d1 - g2 eb - f1 E Organ MS 
 When Shall I (We) Meet Him?; 1988; 6p SATB e1 - a2 d - g1 M Organ/ Mar-Vel 
 
WILLIAMS, Arnold K. 
 Dreams I Dreamed, The; 1972; 5p SA bb - f2  E Piano Ply JR-508 
 Give Me Jesus; 1972; 14p SATB/Sop. a - g2(bb2) G - g1 M A Cap Ply JR-160 
 Hallelujah; 1970; 11p SATB bb - a#2 G - g1 M A Cap Ply JR-148 
          (b2) 
 Just a Closer Walk with Thee; 1972; 9p SATB/Sop. b# - a2 A - f#1 M A Cap Ply JR-162 
   Ten. 
 My Lord's Always Near; 1970; 11p SATB/Sop. a - g2 F- f1 M A Cap Ply JR-150 
         (bb2) 
 When My Savior; 1972; 7p SATB/Ten. a - a2 G - f#1 E A Cap Ply JR-159 
   Sop. 
WILLIAMS, Henry 
 He Gives A-Plenty for Them All; 1967; SATB bb - f2 Ab - d1 M A Cap Williams 
   11p 
 He Is the King of Kings; 1966; 8p SATB g - g2 F - c1 E A Cap Williams 
 I Will Praise Him; 1966; 10p SATB c1 - g2 G - e1 M A Cap Williams 
 I Will Sing; 1964; 4p SATB b - g2 G - e1 E  Williams 
 Talking 'Bout Your Servant; 1966; 7p SATB/Sop. a - a2 G - d1 E A Cap Williams 
 
WILLIAMS JR., Julius P. 
 Choral in D; 1977; 2p SATB d1 - e2 A - d1 E A Cap MS 
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 Christmas Fantasy; 1977; 5p SATB c1 - f2 F - e1 E Piano (op.) MS 
 In Commendation of Music; n.d.; 11p SATB ab - c3 F - g1 MD Piano MS 
 Lord, I Want To Be a Christian; SATB/Sop. a - a2 G - f1 E A Cap MS 
   1982; 6p 
 Rise Up, Shepherd and Follow; SATB/Sop. a - d2 G - d1 E A Cap Augsburg 11-2299 
   1985; 7p 
 Soon A' Will Be Done; 1978; 8p SATB b - a2 B- f#1 E A Cap MS 
 Spring, The; n.d.; 2p SATB d1 - f2 Gb - g1 E A Cap MS 
 Sympathy; 1984; 11p SSAA f - bb2  M A Cap LG 52286 
 Sympathy; 1981; 7p MS 
 
WILSON, Olly (LARGE ENVELOPE) 
 In Memoriam: Martin Luther King, Jr.; SATB g - bb2 Eb - b1 D Tape MS 
   1968; 24p 
 Spirit Song (for large chorus); 1974 SATB/Sop.    Large Orch., Gunmar 
   SSAA    Amplified Strings 
 
WORK, John Wesley, III 
 Danse Africaine; 1951; 15p SATB bb - ab2 G - f1 M Piano/drums, Smith 
       tamb., triangle 
 Do Not I Love Thee, O My Lord; 1960; 8p SATB/Sop. ab - g2 G - f1 M Organ Presser 312-4000 
 Done Made My Vow to the Lord; 1960; 8p SATB/Sop. g# - g2 B - f#1 E A Cap Galaxy 2110 
   Ten. 
 
 For the Beauty of the Earth; 1936; 8p SATB c1 - g2 G - f1  Organ JF 6851 
 Give Me Your Hand; 1960; 10p SATB/Sop. a - g#2 E - g#1 M A Cap Mills 399 
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 Glory to That New Born King; 1935; 7p SATB/Sop. c1 - g2 G - g1 M A Cap Presser 312-2120 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1953; 7p SA/Sop. a - d2  E Piano Galaxy 1960 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1953; 7p SSA/Sop. a - d2  M Piano Galaxy 1.1753.1 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1946; 11p TTBB/Ten.  Ab(Eb)-f1 M A Cap Galaxy 1.583.1 
 Go Tell It on the Mountain; 1945; 11p SATB/Sop. g - f2 F - cb1 M A Cap Galaxy     GMC1532 
   Ten. 
 Going Home to Live with God; 1934; 8p SATB/Sop. bb - ab2 F - ab1 MD A Cap JF 6794 
 Golgotha Is a Mountain; 1959; 9p SATB a - f2 G - g1 E Piano/organ Galaxy    GMC2155 
 Grigi, Grigi; 1953; 11p SATB/Sop. g - g2 G - f1 M A Cap Galaxy 1962 
 Hammering; 1940; 11p 
   A Heritage of Spirituals (A Collection of American Spirituals for mixed chorus and 
     Piano or organ arranged by John W. Work, James Miller, Fred Fox) 
 How Beautiful upon the Mountains;  SATB   - g2 F - f1 M A Cap Galaxy GM633 
   1943; 8p 
 I Got a House in Baltimore; 1953; 15p TTBB/ten.  F# - a1 M A cap Galaxy 1964 
 
(WORK) I, John, Saw the Holy Number; 1962; 8p SATB c#1 - a2 F# - g1 M A Cap Galaxy    GMC2236 
 Isaac Watts Contemplates the Cross 
   (Choral Cycle); 1962; 
 
 1. When I Survey the Wondrous Cross;  SATB d1 - g2 A - f1 M Piano BR 4561-15 
  13p 
 2. Alas, and Did My Savior Bleed; 10p SATB/Ten. c1 - g2 B - e1 M Piano BR 4561-16 
 4. How Condescending and How Kind; 7p SATB/Sop. Bb - B G - d1 M Piano BR 4561-18 
 5. Now for a Tune of Lofty Praise; 10p SATB b - a2 G - g1 E Piano BR 4561-19 
 6. Hosanna to the Prince of Light; 9p SATB/Alto c# - a2 A - e1 E Piano BR 4651-20 
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   Ten.; Bar. 
 I've Known Rivers; 1955; 12p SSAATTBB g# - g#2 F# - g1 M A Cap Galaxy 2075 
 Jesus, Lay Your Head in the Window; SATB/Sop. c1 - a2 c - g1 M A Cap Galaxy        GMC2166 
   1960; 12p Ten. 
 Joys of Mary, The; of 1956; 19p SATB/Bar. bb - g2 E - g1 M A Cap Elkan 1104 
 Jubilee (Collection of 10 Negro SATB     Holt, 
   Spirituals); 1962; 62p      Rinehart   Winston 
 Listen to the Angels Shouting; 1947; 4p SSA or SAA a - a2  M A Cap Galaxy 1649 
 Little Black Train; 1956; 15p SATB/Mez. b - f#2 E - e1 M A Cap Galaxy 2088 
 Lord, I'm Out Here on Your Word; SATB/Sop. ab - gb2 Ab - db1 M A Cap Galaxy 1903 
   1952; 13p Ten. 
 My Lord, What a Mornin'; 1964; 4p SATB/Bar. bb - eb2 Gb - gb1 E A Cap Presser   312-40622 
   Sop. 
 New Born; 1945; 11p SSATTB/Sop. g - f2 Eb - ab1 M A Cap JF 8119 
   O the Rocks and the Mountains Shall All Flee Away; 1952; 7p 
 Po' Ol' Laz'rus; 1931; 11p TTBB/Ten  Eb - eb1 M A Cap JF 6513 
   Bass 
(WORK) Railroad Bill; 1950; 11p TTBB/Bar.  G# - g#1 M Piano Galaxy 1802 
 Rock, Mount Sinai; 1962; 8p SATB a - e2 A - d1 M A Cap Galaxy 2237 
 Rockin' Jerusalem; 1940; 11p SATB/Sop. e1 - e2 A - d1 M A Cap Presser   312-21427 
   Ten. 
 Singers, The (Cantata); 1949; 23p SATB/Bar. db1 - a2 A - a1 M Orch./piano Mills 
 Sinner Please Don't let This Harvest SATB/Sop. g - ab2 F - ab1 M A Cap Presser  322-40020 
   Pass; 1952; 11p 
 Sun Himself Shall Fade, The; 1951; 8p SATB/Alto b - g2 A - e1 M Piano/organ Galaxy 1848 
 There's a Meeting Here Tonight; 1950; TTBB  F - f1 MD A Cap ECS 2150 
   14p 
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 This Little Light o' Mine; 1973; 7p SATB/Sop. g# - e2 F# - e1 M A Cap Galaxy 1.1384 
 This O'l Hammer; 1933; 16p TTBB/Ten.  G - g1 M A Cap Galaxy 629 
   ‘Twas On One Sunday Morning; 1953; 7p 
 Wasn't That a Mighty Day; 1934; 7p SATB/Ten. d1 - f2 F(D)-g1 M A Cap JF 6835 
 Wasn't That a Mighty Day; 1934; 7p SSA 1 - f2  M Piano JF FE6845 
 'Way Over in Egypt Land; 1947; 11p SATB ab - ab2 F - f1 M A Cap Galaxy 1574 
 You May Bury Me in the East; 1950; TTBB/Ten.  F# - f#1 M A Cap ECS 2149 
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